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Guide Book By: Dr. H. Kaur
If you are reading this then either you or a loved one has Cancer.
Your life has changed.
Your life revolves around Doctors, Hospitals, all kinds of tests and harsh treatments that are as bad,
sometimes worse, than the disease itself.
It does NOT have to be that way.
A Medical Discovery was made at the University of Alberta (Canada) in 2007 and can change all that
suffering and expense.
For just a few dollars a day, there is a product that works, with your body, to shrink cancer
tumors by 70% in 3 weeks. Patients can expect to feel better within 1 month; but patients and their
families have reported improvement in only one day. In fact, many reports that - within just 12 hours a flush returns to the skin, vitality to the eyes... Life returning to cancer patients!
Sodium Dichloroacetate (Pure DCA) is a salt. It is safer than common table salt. It is a "simple"
compound that works WITH THE BODY to heal cancer. Pure DCA has a molecular structure so
small it can get into areas of the body that are unable to be reached with other cancer therapies.
Pure DCA ONLY targets the sick, diseased, cancer cells and does no damage to any other
healthy cells.
So, PureDCA is a non-invasive, safe cancer therapy that shows results in DAYS... so why don't
you already know about it? Why hasn't your doctor told you about it ? Simple Answer: there is no
money in this cancer therapy for Big-Pharma*. The Pharmaceutical Industry wants to keep cancer
patients sick and on conventional therapies (surgery, radiation, chemotherapy - see "Cut , Poison
Burn" movie) because it makes them billions of dollars per month. In “Cut, Poison, Burn” they
discuss DCA at the 46 minute mark in the movie.
The pharmaceutical industry will not make DCA. It is too inexpensive for them to bother with. If they
cannot make HUGE Profits they will not patent the medicine - they are interested in money not
healing. So, unless your doctor is up on his latest medical research he will not be familiar with this
miraculous discovery. However, it is important to remember that DCA does not need a prescription
because it is a compound - not a drug.
It is also important to recognize that Pure DCA has been safely used by humans for decades to
treat lactic acidosis and other mitochondrial impairments in the cells - just not for cancer treatments
and therapies. Not until the 2007 discovery of tumor shrinkage of 70% in 3 weeks.
It should be criminal to not make this cancer treatment available to everyone with cancer. The trouble
has been finding a quality source of Pure DCA.
Some websites have made it available online but they have diluted the product. They start with
"pharmaceutical grade Pure DCA powder" but then dilute it with baking soda. This is like taking

orange concentrate and adding tons of water to it - it WAS pure orange juice but now it is diluted and
won't taste the same or have the same nutritional value! Obviously, if you buy their diluted medicine
you cannot give the correct amount of Pure DCA.
Pure DCA potency is adversely affected when it is exposed to oxygen and heat. Many pharmacists
do not know this and end up with a compromised, less effective product. There is also a website
selling powder from Europe that arrives "clumpy". This means the DCA has been exposed to
humidity - it still will work but you will need more of it to reduce your tumors.
PureDCA.com was created to make this cure readily available to everyone around the world in its
purest and un-diluted form. They have been treating all cancers, all stages since 2007 with great
success. They have a team who coach and monitor this cancer therapy customizing the Dosing
Protocols for each and every patient based on the patient's weight and the cancer they are treating.
As of this writing they are also the only manufacturers with Pure DCA in capsule form which is (1)
better than Pure DCA Powder alone and (2) easier to take.
It is now time to publicize these successes and make this easy, in-home cancer treatment a
mainstream cancer therapy.
Originally the cancer therapy used Pure DCA in powder form. But, at the request of patients in 2009,
they started having the Pure DCA powder measured and encapsulated making it easier to dose
oneself. This is particularly important for those patients who are older or sicker and cannot operate a
digital weigh scale. The Pure DCA capsules are also good if you need to take medicine to work or if
you are travelling with it.
During the initial years they also learnt of the necessity to add thiamin (Vitamin B1) supplementation
to the treatment protocol to both prevent and treat neuropathy. Neuropathy is the tingling and
numbness some cancer patients get in their extremities, especially after chemotherapy. It is a simple
vitamin B1 deficiency that is completely reversible - there is no need to suffer from it.
If you have read anything about DCA on the internet it is old information if it is not including the
thiamin supplementation. Websites that first introduced DCA to the world in 2007 are no longer the
"benchmark" of DCA cancer treatment - so please go directly to PureDCA.com for the most up-todate research and treatment. Email any questions and the staff, researchers, and doctors will see
that you receive quick, correct information.
They also give a valuable list of 14 Healing Tips & Recommendations to aid in the Healing Process.
Dosage Protocols are customized to
(1) shrink tumors
(2) stop cancer spreading
(3) maintain a cancer-free body
(4) Preventative Dosing Protocol.

PureDCA Capsule Dosage Guidelines

PureDCA Powder Dosage Guidelines
NOTE: as an example, a patient weighing 160 pounds using the ‘shrinking tumors’ protocol would
take a TOTAL of 1460 milligrams of DCA per day. This is approximately 1.5 grams in TOTAL each
day. It is advised to split this total daily dose in half. Take half, 0.75 grams, in the morning and the
other half, 0.75, grams in the evening.

TESTIMONIALS:
People often request "Cure Rates" and statistics. That is a difficult thing to measure since many
people who find out about Pure DCA are already end stage patients that Western Medicine has
"given up on" and "sent home to pass". Facts which make their successes that much more
remarkable.
Statistics can also be made to say "anything" and what you really want is for yourself or your
loved one to be cured. And - for that - Pure DCA capsules can help. Get the tools so you can
turn off the cancer and turn on to a new, re-vitalized life !
Here are some recent testimonials:
This Cancer Treatment Should have been available sooner to save My Mom - a Personal Note
from Dr. H. Kaur:
Since 2007 - Successes are numerous. And growing in number everyday. Pure DCA does not
advertise - their patients advertise with their health, vitality, surviving against the odds.
I just wish it could have existed earlier. Why ? Because my Mom got bowel cancer in her late 40s
and suffered through the Western model of cancer treatment with surgeries and chemotherapies that
made her very sick, very weak, and it did not help her.
In fact it killed her. My Dad and 5 siblings lost her less than 2 years after the initial diagnosis and she
had been a healthy, vibrant woman before.
I have no doubt Pure DCA would have cured her and she would still be with us.
This Therapy Guide Book is dedicated to her.
Everyday I heal people with a passion inspired from the love she gave me...
My life mission is to provide service and healing to cancer patients around the world.
We all have cancer cells but our body has an innate ability to kill them off. When someone gets
"cancer" it is because a part of their body is malfunctioning and needs to be set right again. Cancer is
not an alien substance that has invaded your body. Cancer cells are simply cells that forgot to "die
off" and think they are "immortal". They need to be reminded that they are at the end of their life
cycle and need to be replaced by younger, more vital cells.
Getting the "Big C" has been "scary" because they have marketed it that way to build a multi-billion
dollar industry... it is based on fear... the fear of it is what paralyzes you.
Stop throwing more money at biased research done by big-pharma. Stop giving them money to
continue building a culture of fear.
Cancer can be beaten - do it by helping the body help itself with Pure DCA.

The Miraculous Discovery
In 1930, the German biochemist Otto Warburg, discovered that tumor cells are the effect of a
metabolic disorder in healthy cells. According to him, a tumor should be interpreted as a disturbance
in the functioning of cellular mitochondria. He claimed that cancer cells do not use oxygen to produce
energy, but get it from the decomposition of glucose. In 1931 he received a Nobel Prize for his
findings in this field.
In 2006, a Canadian researcher, Dr. Evangelos Michelakis from the University of Alberta,
revisited this theory. He asked a relatively simple question: “ What would happen to a cancer cell if
the functioning of its mitochondria could be restored?”
To find the answer, he chose the substance used that had been successfully reactivating cellular
mitochondria for over 20 years in patients with lactic acidosis. That substance was Sodium
Dichloroacetate (or Pure DCA). (It is important to note at this time that a lot of the information on the
internet calls it sodium dichloroacetic acid - this is incorrect and has caused a lot of misrepresentation
of valuable information. Even Wikipedia has it wrong. Sodium dichloroacetic acid is toxic and is NOT
used in cancer treatments; sodium dichloroACETATE is what is used in medical research and cancer
treatments. This is a crucial distinction.)
In January 2007, a reputable medical periodical “Cancer Cell” published the results of the Michelakis
study. The team of scientists had transplanted tumor cells (brain, breast, and lung) to rats. For 3
weeks they have been giving them DCA diluted in water. After 3 weeks passed it turned out that the
progress of the disease was stopped in both cases of in vivo and in vitro. Mitochondria were reactivated and the study “suggested that the mitochondria were not permanently damaged as was
previously believed. They were inactive temporarily. As the mitochondria reactivated, the cells gained
a new property” – a possibility of apoptosis (programmed cell death), which was blocked earlier.
Cancer tumors shrank. After 3 weeks their mass decreased by 70%. Interestingly, the
substance used only worked against the cancer cells, leaving healthy cells intact.
Dr. Dario Altieri, director of the Cancer Center at the University of Massachusetts Medical
School, noted that this new research shows that we may gain control over the tumor, stop its
progress, and destroy it without damaging healthy cells.
The media went wild when the discovery was made - it headlined on many news channels.

Newsweek, January 23rd 2007 edition
"If there is a magic bullet though, it might be something like dichloroacetate, or DCA..."
Video One (2007) 3:28 (3 minutes long)
CTV News video
Sodium Dichloroacetate DCA BREAKING NEWS
https://youtu.be/IDE7NhDj5Gg
Dr. Evangelos Michelakis (University of Alberta) speaks to the CTV Medical Research Specialist, Avis
Favaro, to explain his "Eureka ! Moment" using an old drug for a novel Cancer therapy. He shows
them how he tested his theory by putting human cancer cells in rats and then shrinking the tumors by
70% in 3 weeks with NO SIDE EFFECTS .
Humans have used DCA for other ailments for decades and the "no side effects" in those treatments
is verifiable.
He reveals pictures showing a drastic reduction in the tumor mass. These research tests used brain,
lung, and breast cancer cells in the rats but, since then, all cancers and all stages have been treated
with the PureDCA therapy. He says "the results are as good as it gets". DCA reactivates the cells
so the cancer cells "die off".
This video also includes Dr. Dario Altieri (University of Massachusetts) addressing the desire of using
DCA since its cancer fighting activity is high and its side effects minimal.
At 2 minute mark the video addresses how Pharmaceutical Industry will not develop this because
they cannot own a patent and cannot make any money producing DCA.
Video Two (2007) 3:00 minutes
Global News Health Matters segment
Dichloroacetate (DCA
(video no longer available, description is here for educational purposes)
J'Lyn Nye of Global News introduces a newly discovered Non-Toxic Cancer Therapy, DCA. Su-Ling
Goh, in the Health Matters segment of their news broadcast, interviews Sandy MacDougall from St.
Albert who has suffered from several bouts with cancer (breast, liver, and brain) and explains the
undesirable side effects of current cancer treatments including loss of hair, nausea, and other
symptoms. The report describes dichloroacetate (DCA) as a "kinder, gentler Cancer therapy that
does not kill healthy cells".
Dr. Evangelos Michelakis (Cardiologist, Lead DCA Researcher at University of Alberta) addresses
how current cancer therapies also cause death in healthy heart cells, healthy lung cells, healthy skin
cells, and healthy stomach cells (this is what causes nausea) - serious problems with the current
cancer therapies that cause the cancer patient additional health problems.
Michelakis explains that the cancer in cells changes the cell's metabolism and makes the cells
resistant to death and that DCA corrects this malfunction at the cellular level easily treating and
halting cancer tumor growth.
DCA has passed its first phase trials.
They are now trying to get money to do larger clinical trials.

Video Three (2007) 5:48 minutes
The Real Story Healthtime Prime
https://youtu.be/la_uFFs_mb8
Cancer is the second leading cause of death in USA.
Leaving half a million families each and every year with a loss of a loved one.
Good News: Discovery in Canada of DCA - cheap, simple treatment that kills almost all cancers
without side effects -- but you can't get it !
DCA Miracle: University of Alberta findings kill cancer cells but do not kill healthy cells.
But No Patent, so Drug Companies are not interested in producing DCA.
Dr. Evangelos Michelakis (University of Alberta) does not want to call it a "cancer cure" but he is
optimistic (for liability purposes). But says DCA has been used in sick children for over 30 years
(says DCA is "well tolerated" in children - so safe). Michelakis is trying to get money for Clinical
Trials at this point. Michelakis also warns against potential interactions with other medicines (BUT
since 2007 there have been no reported adverse interactions with DCA and any other medications).
University of Alberta, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, and people of Alberta are currently funding
his medical research work with DCA to do the first Human Clinical Trials (these were completed in
2010 - see other videos)
Video Four (May 12, 2010) 9:37 minutes
Generic drug may be potential treatment for deadly brain cancer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUZn_KnN28w
Dr. Evangelos Michelakis (University of Alberta) revisits his 2007 discovery that you could treat
cancer with a simple substance, DCA, that has the chemical structure similar to that of common
vinegar.
From 2007 to 2009 findings were verified by many other laboratories including :
Stanford
MIT
Harvard
University of Florida
and others
Michelakis and his team had no support from the Pharmaceutical industry but with private donations
and the support of the University Of Alberta Medical Science department they succeeded in
conducting the first human trials on a small group of 5 glioblastoma (GBM) cancer patients. .
Michelakis then goes on to speak of Medical Journals and peer reviews on their findings, support for
their findings, and the change in the dogma of needing industry support for Generic Drugs.
Dr. Ken Petruk, University of Alberta Department of Surgery, then speaks specifically to the cancer
patients and Glioblastoma Multiform and Astrocytoma Grade IV cancer (which affects 23000 people
annually in North America). All 5 patients were terminal. GBM is an extremely aggressive cancer
that makes treatment difficult and severely limits life expectancy. They found some patients took 2-3
months to get to therapeutic levels of DCA. So one patient died before treatment had really began.
The other 4 showed good results and he goes on with specifics. Linda Webster, DCA Projects

Manager, explains how the public, University of Alberta, and Alberta Health Services had to fund this
research and regulatory papers themselves (without Pharmaceutical Industry funding).
Video Five (May 12, 2010) 2:02 minutes
Cancer Breakthrough at the University of Alberta
https://youtu.be/TjAs0AzKtnk
Dr. Evangelos Michelakis and his team of researchers have now successfully tested DCA on
Glioblastoma (GBM) brain cancer patients.
Michelakis has showed dichloroacetate, DCA, reverses the glucose addiction occurring in a cancer
cell - meaning DCA will aid in the conventional cancer treatment using chemotherapy and radiation.
DCA is a new direction in the treatment of cancer.

Video Six (2010) 4:51 minutes
Dca cancer statistics (put to music)
(video no longer available, description is here for educational purposes)
Someone put this statistical video up and put it to music.
It was done after the first Clinical Trials were completed by the U of A on Glioblastoma (GBM) Brain
Cancer Patients in 2010. GBM was chosen as it is one of the most aggressive forms of cancer. This
human study on terminal brain cancer patients showed regression in various cancers, that tumors
shrunk because DCA changed their metabolism, and in 80% of the cases (4 of 5) there was no
further brain cancer growth 15 months after initial treatment, follow up showed cancer cells had been
killed.
Video states:
" DCA opens door to new research and IMMEDIATE THERAPY.
Until recently, researchers believed that cancer-affected mitochondria are permanently damaged and
that this damage is the result, not the cause, of the cancer.
But Dr. Evangelos Michelakis, at the U of A Department of Medicine in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada,
questioned that belief. He began testing DCA, which activates a critical mitochondrial enzyme, as a
way to "revive" cancer-affected mitochondria. The results astounded him."
Video then points out that we give billions of dollars to research every year (by running, shaving,
buying products, wearing ribbons, buying daffodils) BUT that money is not benefiting anyone because
the Pharmaceuticals doing cancer research refuse to work with DCA because they cannot make
enough money doing so.
Message: be careful where you donate your cancer research money as it does not have the cure in
mind. If you want to fund research contact someone working with DCA or get Pure DCA for someone
you know with cancer and do your own research!

Video Seven (2010) 8:30 minutes
Brain Cancer - Patient using DCA since 2005
Part of the video with DCA begins at 3:10 (talks about other stuff before that)
dichloroacetate, B1, Caffeine protocol options

http://youtu.be/qNi1KmUtLRs
Patient called Anita is Promoting her "Basic Home Remedies". She has had a Brain Tumor and has
survived since 2005. She received her DCA from Amazon (please note that Amazon no longer
carries DCA so you must purchase this elsewhere online).
She originally saw and heard about DCA from a Breast, Liver, Brain survivor who used the DCA
therapy. She advises that sodium dichloroacetate, DCA, is very powerful and highly effective so you
are to take as they direct you. She also recommends that Vitamin B1 (thiamin) be added to assist
DCA. DCA is a good cancer fighter by fighting cancer cells. She had no adverse reactions from
DCA. She promotes caffeine from black tea as well but that is not correct for Brain cancers.

Video Eight
DCA and Cancer 10:04
“A rather unpleasant secret”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Anc7Tw2j6vk

Video Nine (2010) 12:12 minutes
A very good explanation of how cancer works with great graphics.
https://youtu.be/n3qtwpYSTJU
This is a very good animation done by CancerQuest to explain what is occurring in the body when it
has cancer.

Video Ten (2010) 3:18 minutes
Cancer Cure is close or is it here
https://youtu.be/o4NTw1mMtq0
This person did a very easy to follow video describing the U of A research and the affects of DCA on
apoptosis (cell death) of sick, diseased, cancer cells. Unfortunately, he mistakenly calls DCA
dichloroacetic acid. This is a common mistake as their letters "DCA" are the same.
However, it is vitally important that dichloroACETATE is used - the ACETIC ACID is not the same
thing and it is not what is being used in either the cancer research or the cancer therapies. People
that read about "dca and toxicity" are reading about the acetic acid form - not the acetate form. The
acetate form is not toxic.

Video Eleven (2010) 4:58 minutes
How to measure dichloroacetate
https://youtu.be/EbLqAFD7HaI
This is a video instructing patients (or their families) on the correct method to weigh their pure dca
powder. Dosing with DCA is a weight based dosage not a volume based dosage so it is to be
measured with a medicinal dosing scale not with a teaspoon as this is a volume measurement. DCA
reacts to humidity.
Also, oxygen harms DCA - meaning DCA potency is adversely affected by exposure to oxygen. So
patients are encouraged to minimum the time their DCA is open to the air. This is why patients are
also advised to keep their DCA in the freezer to maintain maximum potency.
Pure DCA capsules were developed to make dosing easier AND to prevent the dca powder
excessive exposure to oxygen. If patients find their DCA powder is clumping (called ‘caking’) then it
has been exposed to humidity, oxygen, heat and its potency will be adversely affected. A small
amount of clumping is ok though.
Never use hot water as that destroys DCA.
When using the scale, always make sure you are measuring in grams.

Documents
Here you can download several medical papers which will be interesting for yourself, family, friends, and doctors.
Original Patient - Research Paper 2007
The following about non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma is from:
http://www.hindawi.com/journals/jo/2010/414726/
This non hodgkins lymphoma article is reprinted here for informational purposes
Additional Scientific Documents From Real Medical Journals


DCA described as “safe” and starts working “within minutes of administration in virtually all tissues”
Dichloroacetate Treatment of Lactic Acidosis



DCA triggers apoptosis, stops tumor growth, makes it harder for the cancer to spread and therefore it could
be used in the future as a selective anticancer agent.



DCA causes apoptosis in lung, breast, and glioblastoma cancer cells and therefore is promising as a future
therapy.



DCA makes prostate cancer cells vulnerable to radiation and has a positive influence on mitochondria,
causing apoptosis.



By inhibiting the pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase DCA increases oxygen consumption in the mitochondria
and promotes apoptosis.



DCA triggers apoptosis and fights the apoptosis-resistance in cancer cells and it may be used as a cancer
treatment. It may be given with a pro-apoptic agent.



An old document describing the effects of sodium dichloroacetate in rats.



Safety studies of DCA in the drinking water.



Safety studies of dichloroacetate, pharmacology and toxicology.

All documents have copyrights of their authors and are listed here for educational purposes.

Where Do You Go From Here?
You have watched Videos from Researchers during the Initial Discovery (2007), Videos reporting the
Results of the First Human Clinical Trials (2010), Medically Vetted Case Study, and various Research
papers. A long list of testimonials follows in the second part of this Guide Book
Some of you would find this medical data interesting but many of you will just want to know:
HOW DOES THE THERAPY WORK FOR ME ?
WHAT IS THE TREATMENT FOR MY LOVED ONE ?
Now it is time to instruct YOU and YOUR FAMILY on healing cancer - regardless of the stage or the
type of cancer.
If you have not already purchased Pure DCA then do it now because the earlier you start, the faster
you can get results.
Purchase online: this is a direct link to the store page
http://puredca.com/store/
Orders ship the same day the payment is received.
They ship worldwide.
They currently have shipping offices in the USA, Europe.
They recommend you purchase the Pure DCA 180 capsules at the top of the page as that is the order
that receives 120 free thiamin capsules... you will read more about this shortly as you will now be
treated as if you are one of their cancer patients - already Healing yourself with Pure DCA.
Pure DCA-Thiamin Therapy
Immediately upon ordering your DCA capsules you will receive an email inviting you to provide your
weight and the cancer you are treating. Some patients chose to work with their doctor, oncologist,
family, friends - but MOST get customized Dosing Protocols. This is a free service.
In addition, you will receive an email with 14 valuable Healing Tips and Recommendations.
These are Life Practices that support the DCA therapy so you and your family get the best results in
the shortest amount of time.

As of April 8, 2014 - This is the email:
Thank you for your DCA order. If you wish to get recommended dosing protocols please respond to this email with the
type of cancer being treated as well as the person's weight.
Please go to:

http://puredca.com/healingtips.pdf
for our List of Healing Tips and Recommendations to aid in your healing
process.
PureDCA.com website includes:
1) Oncology Research Paper (Non-Hodgkins Lymphoma Patient in remission
since 2007 using DCA alone)
2) Several 2007 News Videos with the Canadian Researchers when the link
between Cancer and DCA was first discovered (in 2007).
3) YouTube videos from the Canadian Medical Researchers (May 2010)
offering more clinical findings and the information gained from the 2010 Clinical Trials for Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM).
These were the first Clinical trials on humans. Successful.

PureDCA.com Products include:
1) Encapsulated DCA (180 x 333mg capsules and 60 x 333mg capsules)
2) Pharmaceutical Grade DCA Powder (3 sizes)
3) Pure Thiamine capsules and Pure Thiamine powder
4) Medicinal Dosing Scale (includes batteries and medicine tray)
5) Pure Powdered NAC (N-Acetyl-Cystine) - watch this video link if you
want to know how NAC can help in your healing (offered through DCA for only $20.95 when added to your DCA order)

http://CystineB6.com/
Thiamine is REQUIRED as part of the DCA cancer treatment to prevent
and treat neuropathy. We recommend a daily dose of 750mg (2 of our thiamin capsules).
Yours in Health and Healing,
Harneet Kaur
(To ensure all future communications are received, please add this e-mail address to your safe senders list)

PureDCA.com Things to Remember
Pure DCA Capsules:
1. Store bottles of DCA in freezer.
2. Dosage is weight-dependent – email us with patient's weight for dosage
3. Dosage is condition-dependent – email us with type of cancer for dosage
4. Split daily dose into two servings and take 12 hours apart. If you are taking an odd number of
DCA capsules (ie. 3) - take DCA capsule and thiamin capsule in morning upon rising, take
another DCA capsule and thiamin capsule just before returning to bed, take one DCA capsule
in the middle of the day.
5. Supplement with Thiamine. Recommended Daily Dose is 750mg (2 of our thiamin capsules).
Pure Thiamine is available in both Capsules and Powder here: http://www.DCA.com/store/
6. DCA can be taken alone or with other cancer treatments (conventional treatments or
alternative treatments). DCA has been shown to improve the success of Chemotherapy and
Radiation Treatments. DCA does not affect healthy cells and is only looking for “sick cells” so
does not interfere with any other treatments.
7. Once cancer is in remission, begin "Maintenance Dosing". This is half the DCA and half the
thiamin taken during your initial "Healing Treatment". (Maintenance Dosing is 10mg/kg body
weight per day, generally).
8. The maximum Healing Treatment DAILY Dose is 20mg per kg body weight. Healing Brain
Cancers is reduced to 15mg/kg body weight per day. Blood Cancers and other System-wide
ailments are 10mg/kg daily. Preventative Dosing is 4mg/kg body weight every day.
9. Patients prefer to take thiamin WITH FOOD; DCA can be taken with food or alone (but never
with anything HOT as heat destroys DCA).
10. Order again when DCA is received - you do not want to interrupt your treatment by running out
of DCA capsules.

Pure DCA Powder:
1. Store bottles of DCA in freezer.
2. Keep the special desiccant package in the bottle after opening - it is designed to eat the
oxygen to maintain DCA potency after you have opened it and begun using it.
3. Dosage is by weight not volume. Get a medicinal dosing scale if you are using DCA powder (or
thiamine powder). VERY sensitive scale includes batteries. Sensitive to 0.1 grams. The Digital
Medicinal Scale is available here.
4. Watch video to learn how to measure DCA with your Medicinal Scale
5. Dosage is weight-dependent – email us with patient's weight for dosage.
6. Dosage is condition-dependent – email us with type of cancer for dosage.
7. Split daily dose into two servings and take 12 hours apart.
8. Take in room temperature water - NEVER hot water.
9. Supplement with Thiamine. Recommended Daily Dose is 750mg (2 of our capsules). Pure
Thiamine is available in both Capsules and Powder here.
10. DCA can be taken alone or with other cancer treatments (conventional treatments or
alternative treatments). DCA has been shown to improve the success of Chemotherapy and
Radiation Treatments. DCA does not affect healthy cells and is only looking for “sick cells” so
does not interfere with any other treatments.
11. Once cancer is in remission, begin "Maintenance Dosing". This is half the DCA and half the
thiamin taken during your initial "Healing Treatment".
12. The maximum Healing Treatment DAILY Dose is 20mg per kg body weight. Healing Brain
Cancers is reduced to 15mg/kg body weight daily. Blood Cancers and other System-wide
ailments are 10mg/kg per day. Preventative Dosing is 4mg/kg body weight per day.
13. Patients prefer to take thiamin WITH FOOD; DCA can be taken with food or alone (but never
with anything HOT as heat destroys DCA).
14. Order again when DCA is received - you do not want to interrupt your treatment by running out
of DCA powder.

Other Thoughts For Healing
1. Make your body ALKALINE (versus acidic)
Avoid all sugars. Cancer cells feed on sugar. Remember all white rice, white bread, white pasta,
crackers, etc. convert to sugar during the digestion process. Alcohol is also pure sugar.
Visit:
http://tipsforhealthyeating.com/alkaline-diet-tips/
to get a list of alkaline-producing foods to add to your diet and learn more about healthy eating in
general.

2. Your body needs OXYGEN to heal. The OXYGEN needs to get DEEP into your cells.
Slow down and consciously take Long, Deep Breaths (filling your stomach and lungs completely
and holding your breath as long as possible).
Do this at least three times a day for at least 5 minutes.
Exhale each breath completely before inhaling again.
Ideally you will do the One Minute Breath:
Inhale deep and slow for 15 seconds;
Hold the breath for 15 seconds;
Exhale slowly for 15 seconds;
Hold the lungs emptied of air for the final 15 seconds.
You can begin with 5 seconds, increase to 10 seconds, and eventually reach 15 seconds (or longer)
for each phase.

3. Be in NATURE as much as possible.
This grounds you in healing energy. Ideally get outside and walk in nature. If you are too sick then
position yourself at a window and have a loved one "bring nature to you". The easiest way is to get a
bird feeder and hang it outside the window to encourage birds to visit.
Fresh Air, Sunlight are nurturing.
Let "Mother Earth" remind you how to heal. All you have to do is look at the workings in nature to see
how it is natural to heal - a tree heals around a broken branch, a forest fire adds nutrients to soil, etc
etc etc
4. REDUCE STRESS.
It is a well documented and scientific fact that stress is the silent killer. It affects people in all different
ways like creating cancer cells.
It is essential to increase the joy and laughter in your life.

There is no formula for this. It is a personal choice. Sadly many people do not know what motivates
them or what gives them joy. You are in a challenging time and I will challenge you to know yourself
better... Make a list of things that give you joy, things that make you smile, things that make your
heart sing, the things that give you bliss.
The list is personal. No one can do this for you. Make the list and EVERYDAY give thanks for the
things on that list.
In whichever way is natural and fun for you, do those things.

5. Have POSITIVE THOUGHTS towards Healing.
Verbalize your thoughts of healing and full health.
Intend to be well and vital.
You have to be Healthy in the mind before your body will respond. Everything your body does
originates with a thought – both conscious and unconscious thoughts. When you are hungry your
mind tells you you are hungry so you reach for food. When you want to pick up something – the
thought precedes the action.
Each breath and each illness originates in the unconscious mind.
Become conscious in your thoughts – don't let doctors and others continually talk about you “being
sick” or you will not be well.
YOU have to turn this thought around...
Every time you take a dose of DCA THINK (even say aloud): “I am healing” or “I am healthy!” .
When others ask you about the cancer... tell them
“I am getting stronger every day!”

6. DRINK LOTS OF WATER - PURE SOURCES without Fluoride and Chlorine
Check your municipal water and do not drink directly from your tap if these chemicals have been
added.
Also watch as these chemicals are now being added to bottled drinking water.

7. DO NOT CONSUME ASPARTAME, SUCROSE, or any ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS
These are well documented to be cancer causing agents.

8. Consume Natural Sources of Thiamine (VITAMIN B1).
The list includes: Oatmeal, brown rice, flax, sunflower seeds, asparagus, kale, cauliflower, potatoes,
oranges, liver, eggs, pork, and marmite.

9. DO NOT take any VACCINES or BOOSTER SHOTS
These are full of deadly toxins that your body is unable to process.

10. NEVER USE A MICROWAVE
Microwaves change the chemistry of the food, kill the nutrients, and make food unrecognizable by the
body.

11. THROW OUT ALL PLASTICS
Plastics leach poisons into your food when you freeze with them and use them in microwaves.
Avoid.

12. REDUCE / ELIMINATE MILK CONSUMPTION
Our bodies were not designed to consume milk after infancy (no mammal except humans drink milk
after infancy).
Processed milk has lost its nutritional value.
Cow's milk has such large molecules it is hard for humans to digest;
Milk creates mucus that feeds cancer cells.
If you think you must have milk - try rice milk or almond milk. Avoid soy milk as it affects your
hormones (ie. Estrogen levels).

13. We highly suggest you add NAC (N Acetyl Cystine B6)
N Acetyl Cystine (B6) is a wonderful healing supplement. In Summer 2013 we added NAC as the
"flow agent" in our capsules instead of the industry standard of magnesium stearate. The healing
results are even more remarkable and we want everyone to add this to their cancer therapy and
treatments
Watch the doctor's video on this webpage for more valuable information: http://cystineb6.com/
Remember to add it to your next DCA order.

14. Recent research supports adding the CLA (Conjugated Linoleic Acid)
This supplement should also be added to your Healing Protocol. It reduces inflammation and cancer
cells naturally. This supplement is known to assist weight loss but has many other health benefits. To
read a summary on this valuable supplement in regards to assisting in cancer therapies, visit this
webpage:
http://tipsforhealthyeating.com/cla-for-safe-weight-loss/

Book Description:
The American Cancer Society projected 1,638,910 new cases of cancer in 2012 with 577,190 cancer
related deaths.
In 2011 it was projected that Canada would have 177,800 new cancer cases and 75,000 deaths
related to cancer.
Don't become one of these statistics.
Join the Pure DCA family of patients who have proven that cancer can be beaten... Not in some
distant future - but today!
Whether you have chosen to heal yourself with Pure DCA alone, add it to your alternative cancer
therapies, or add it to the conventional treatments of chemotherapy, radiation and surgery, support is
available every step of the way. It may be a new cancer therapy but it has been proven to be a
hugely successful since it first started treating people in 2007.

Mission: Make Cancer an Ailment of the Past
When it was discovered that DCA could shrink tumours was in 2007, Pure DCA was made
available to those that wanted access to it. The University of Alberta Medical Research Lab had
been able to dramatically shrink brain, breast, and lung cancer cells that had been transplanted
into rats. Many people thought those were the ONLY cancers that could be treated. That is
NOT so. It was obvious that people needed to be educated that PureDCA could work on all
cancers, all stages. Money had simply restricted the testing to those 3 types of cancers.
A website was built to educate people. This website has continually evolved as more
information about this non-invasive, harmless cancer therapy was discovered.
Originally, treatment was only available in powder form which was measured, dissolved in
water, and immediately consumed by the cancer patient. However, some patients had difficulty
dosing so, at their request, it was encapsulated (put in pill form) for ease of dosing in 2009. At
the same time, supplementation of thiamin was added to the protocol to both prevent and treat
neuropathy (the numbing and tingling that some cancer patients have in their extremities) especially if they have had chemotherapy.
In summer 2010 the first human trials were completed by the University of Alberta. Although
the test group was small - the results were very promising. This clinical trial was for patients
with GBM (glioblastoma multiforme), an extremely aggressive brain cancer. Again, limited
funding made the trial group small and treatment on only one very aggressive cancer type.
Simultaneously to these 2010 Clinical Lab Trials, practical PROOF was evolving with patients
using this IN HOME cancer therapy for 3 years at this point. Chemists had been confident
there would be NO HARM as Pure DCA was safer than common table salt and had a chemical
composition similar to vinegar. They were right.
In mid-August 2013 the Pure DCA formulation was further improved and the results are
ASTOUNDING.
During that time no one advertised Pure DCA.
But, due to its INCREDIBLE healing abilities with all cancers, all stages it is time to make this
cancer treatment MAINSTREAM.
What follows is a small list of testimonials that have been received since the IN HOME
treatment began. None of the testimonials were paid for. People just wanted to share the
FABULOUS results they were getting.
It is our pleasure to include them in this Guide E-book.

Again, it needs to be stressed, these testimonials are NOT SOLICITIED! People using DCA
sent them in because they were so thrilled and excited with how well DCA worked to treat their
cancer.
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Bone and Bone Marrow Cancers
1) Rare Bone Cancer
Sat, January 21, 2012 9:01 am
Subject: PureDCA 2-month HEALING COMBO, and after I have finished the 1st month, and have been
retested for a supposed untreatable bone cancer related to 3 tours of duty in country, I did in Vietnam, 19651969.
Much to the doctors surprise after having 13 head to toe x rays read, and looking at my blood work, the look on
his face was one of total disbelief, he could find no trace of the cancer he had told me I had, and which was not
there NOW!
Thank-you very much! My question--JT, HSI, reccomended your company to me, and said I would probably be
on a matainance protocol of less DCA,B-1,? the rest of my life.
Would you please tell me about this? I want to do this as well, if you offer this. If not perhaps some direction to
go?
Sincerely,
JM
2) Bone Cancer
On Fri, March 7, 2014 4:51 pm, mb wrote:
Although I am still waiting for a MRI my PSA and bone scans have turned up normal.
I pray I am on the right path with this. My bucket list is still full! Thanks for your help.
3) Lung with Metastasis to the Bones
Thu, June 20, 2013 12:21 pm
Subject: Lung Cancer, Metastasis to the bones
Mother been diagnosed with the above. The metastasis has spread to 3 places in her spine, both hips, upper
ribs and pelvis. Doc says up to 1 year survival. No treatment but possible radiation to one of her nodes by her
neck to eliviate pain.
Your product was highly recommended by a friend and has 2 other friends that have used it and having great
success.
Does this fit the profile to try your products? Is your product similar to fulvic acid? If you could let me know
that would be great.
Thanks
LS

4) Spread to Spine from Bladder Cancer
So primary is bladder cancer...did spread to lung/brain and spine.
This determined January 13 2014.
Surgery done to fractured spine...started with DCA upon receipt of product on Jan 20th (as per prev email 3
capsules of DCA daily and 2 thiamine capsules.
Chemo also in place first session jan20/21/22) and radiation done to spine and brain Results of CAT scan on
Feb 11th chest/abdomen/pelvic (after one set of chemo treatment/5 doses of radiation to brain/ spine and 22
days of DCA/ Thiamine...and all other good things for body)
Results are:





No new evidence of any bone metastases
Marked improvement in the chest-considerable decrease in size and numberof pulmonary metastatic
lesions
No abnormality in the liver/gallbladder/pancreas/spleen and adrenal glands
Mass still in the right wall of the bladder however decreased in size

Great news however, will remain diligent
Weight difficult to maintain... and as we are purchasing the powder now would appreciate a response on dosage
Current weight is now 112 lbs (was 120 went down to 107 back up to 112)
Thank you so much for being there
MK
5) Drastic Decrease of Pain in Back
Thu, January 3, 2013 10:33 pm
Dear Harneet,
I need your help again. Thanks God and the DCA-Thiamin, my sister is still alive. She still has pain in the back
and is in bed, but the pain level went from 9-10 (80% of the time) to 5-6 (15 to 20% of the time).
She now is completing four months of treatment with DCA, my problem is that I cannot buy it from Amazon
and send it to a freight forwarder in Miami.
My question is: how I can buy DCA and can be sent directly to Asunción- Paraguay?
Another question: how many months it is prudent to take the DCA.
Thanks for your attention.

6) Bone Marrow Cancer Blog
http://nesaranews.blogspot.ca/2012/12/dca-dichloroacetate-cancer-cure-is-on.html
Tuesday, December 18, 2012 at 9:26 PM
Breast Cancers
1) Breast and Lung Cancers
Received November 2013
Good Morning Dr Kaur
I finished my 6-course chemo for treating my breast and lung cuncer. All the time I was taking DCA, my
oncologist did not know about it. The latest check up (CAT scann, RX, ulatrasound) from the middle of Oct
2013 showed significant decreasing the tumor size, from 3.1 mm to 1.8 mm (approx , in all three dimensions),
and my colpased left lung was expanded to thealmost full size. Doctor said it is almost unbelieveble to have
such results after taking the chemo...
I deeply believe that DCA helped me so much.
I have next check up on the end of Dec 2013.
Now I take only DCA and some other supplements for immunity support (coriolus vesicolour mushroom, chaga
mushroom, alpha lipoic acid, melatonin, Vit D, seal oil, krill oil, shark certilage, turmeric, nigella
sativa (black cumin) seed oil, aronia juice).
I eat alkaline and ketogenic diet, no meat only white fish 1-2 times per week...
I would appreciate any comment from you...
Thank you,
SP
FYI: as I informed you, my latest CAT scan check up in mid of October 2013, showed tremendous decreasing
my breast lump and some lung spots disappeared, some are very decreased in their size.
2) Breast Cancer
Tue, April 9, 2013 7:16 am
Good afternoon Harneet,
Almost exactly a month ago I ordered the 60 day DCA after learning of breast cancer.
Week four of the DCA and week two of a super low carb ketogentic diet to turn off the glucose (for a short
while), my tumor is notably smaller and I have every expectation for its disappearance in the comings days.
My question has to do with the DCIS that was diagnosed as cancer (precancer, as it is non invasive) in another
area of the same breast. I assume that if the DCA is shrinking the tumor it is going after everything.
I am having an ultra sound on the 19th of this month to confirm tumor shrinkage for the surgeon (and my
mother!) and am trying to avoid another mammogram as I have already had two in the last month. I am trying to
avoid radiation.
I don't know what your experience is or how extensive the background of those who represent the DCA
product. this is medical and may go beyond you expertise.
If you have any insights, please advise.
Yours truly and truly happy, JI

3) I have Stage 4 Metastatic Breast Cancer In Partial Remission with Pure DCA
Received March 13, 2014
I've been taking DCA for almost a year as adjunct therapy along with low dose targeted chemo. I have stage 4
metastatic breast cancer and am now considered to be in a good partial remission. I weigh 118 pounds.
4) Breast Cancer (Male)
On Wed, November 13, 2013
Harneet,
Thank you for getting back to me so quickly. Yea, I thought the cancer had gone too.
SCC
On Tue, November 12, 2013 1:07 pm
Harneet,
I am 47 years old and male. I have not been diagnosed. 4 years ago I noticed a hard lump about the size of an
eraser on the end of a pencil in my right nipple.
I ordered DCA then and along with B1 and caffeine pills and coffee I believe I took around 12-15 mg per body
weight 4 days on 3 days off. After the first month the lump got squishy and increased in size to about the size of
a quarter. After the second month it was gone.
A year later same thing happened so I went for 3 months that time. Well over the summer it showed up again
and I used the old stuff to no avail. Then on The DCA Site I read about is losing strength after so many years so
I'm ordering more.
I was thinking about going 4 months this time.
Thanks,
SCC
5) Invasive Ductal Breast Cancer Stage 4
Thu, September 12, 2013 4:03 am
Dear Sirs,
I have invasive ductal breast cancer stage 4, I have 52 kilos and I've been using pure dca for 4 month now along
with chemotherapy. It seems to be working well and my cancer is in partial remission. What would be the
maintenance dosage?
6) Breast Cancer and Lymph Nodes
Tue, October 11, 2011 12:35 am
Dear : Thank you so much I know this helped me a lot. I will do this.
Love and a very thankful
ET
Dear : I had my cancer surgery on Oct 4/11 and they did an lumpectomy and took out five lymph nodes. I got
the result of the lab tests back.
On Fri Oct 7th and they said the cancer was clear and I do not need more surgery.
To me this is a miracle and I am so happy that the Lord seen fit that there be no more cancer.

Do I continue taking the Pure DCA pill & the Thiamine B1 until they are gone?
I await your advice. Thank you so very much for everything.
Love ET
7) Lymphnode (Liver, Kidney, Breast, Abdomen, etc.)
Thu, June 21, 2012 12:21 am
So the second report shows positive changes, right? (The doctor says both biopsies missed the cancer. It is hard
to know what to believe.)
The first biopsy - no lymph node sample.
Second biopsy one lymph was sampled and it is cancer.
My question: does DCA heal tumors before it heals lymph nodes?
L
Thu, May 3, 2012 3:07 pm
Hi,
I am always researching and have another question. I take 20 drops of lugol's 3 times a day and usually the
night dose is within 1/2 from the DCA. Is this ok?
I tolerate the DCA just fine so is it most effective on an empty stomach, or should I eat 1/2 hour later?
The lymphs are aching again, some return of symptoms as previously described. Is this possibly an ongoing
thing due to die-off, as the treatment ebbs and flows.....?
Also, is it possible that the DCIS biopsy report is a result of the DCA reversing the cancer? I mean, it's either
that, or the doctor doing the biopsy missed the cancer in a guided ultrasound biopsy - 5 times!
The ND / Oncologist has me in line for a PET scan next Wednesday because of the liver / kidney, other breast
lump, abdomen, ect...... No sense getting surgery until we get a complete picture....
I am hopeful that the DCA is working it's way through all these issues. Things have moved so slowing with
alopathic medicine. I figure it's because the DCA needs time to do it's thing - everything happens for a reason,
and I have much faith in this program I am on.
L
Date: Fri, 27 Apr 2012 19:43:13 -0400
Subject: Re: dmsa and other options
Thanks for keeping us informed of your status - and we look forward to hearing how future tests go... as well as
what the ND and others recommend... let us know what you decide with the DMSA as it is an easy chelation
and you have already done so much to rebalance your health and well being - stay strong !! Blessings Always.
On Fri, April 27, 2012 4:20 pm, Red rdl wrote:
I want to first of all thank you for your feedback each and every time I emailed or phoned you. I guess you
know what I've discovered this past couple months - cancer diagnosis is a roller coaster - because one never
really knows what's going on inside, ie; are the weird lymph pains because the body is clearing out the dead
cells, or is it spreading. (localised pain in the lump area of course is easier to interpret as healing).
Then there are the periods of extreme weakness, sweating, trembling, and for me, all that and over two weeks of
chest cold /bronchial. Every day I would feel I was beating the symptoms, and everyday the chest symptoms

came back. Today is day 4 of no real chest symptoms. Today is day 4 where my PH has finally come back to 6
and up to 7, so again, the low ph tells me my body must have been undergoing tremendous cleansing, as I live
on green juices and alkaline diet, and use baking soda /lemon if necessary - all to no avail for any real increase
in ph! Today, the lump seems to not be protruding as much; a layer of fat seems to tell me the lump has shrunk,
yet the width (5 cm) remains the same.
I am very very tired and arms are weak to lift. I am sleeping longer, which is much needed! I have a lump in
both breasts, both right in the line of where my lymph glands would be draining from my neck, so the 25 yr. bad
metal bridge and root canals obviously have been the main source of this condition. (Root canals and bridge out
last Oct. Mercury replaced in '98) I have learned so much these past few months. I have come to believe that
some do not fully support DCA because they have invested many dollars in equipment ect. to offer diverse
treatment options.
So, here I am, wondering how much money to invest in treatments. The fact 'they' are not taking a closer look at
DCA tells me, I should pay more attention to it and DMSA your website offers.... I began high doses of Vit D
and Lugol's way back in December. I began juicing and DCA on March 9, 2011, along with alternating
supplements and protocols. April 6, I began Mistletoe, Naltrexone, and Metformin, along with low doses of
aspirin throughout the day.
Of course NAC has been a cornerstone throughout. The DMSO I started applying topically seems to have made
the supplements work better - hence, contributing to the past two week detox.... Next week, I am going for a
2nd opinion to see a ND who is 'trained' in oncology. (not sure what that means, however, if I need
(choose) surgery, I have his help. (so far, no surgeon or oncologist has contacted me via 'urgent request at the
walk-in - I am from another province...)
So, I have a few days to decide what to do about the DMSA. Your website sounds interesting - 3 days on and 11
(or so) off. It sounds like my kidneys and liver would handle that better than some chelation. *I should mention
that with raw garlic I have my blood pressure down to the mid 115's over 55-60, and my March 22 lab tests
showed my creatine function actually 'low'. **The blood sugar
I think you'd be on to something with the implicating of self management for individuals in this area. It gives
people some control over their diets, gives them something to do, makes them responsible for what they eat, and
acknowledges we are unique and everybody's blood sugar is different, yet, it must be kept very low to stop the
cancer. That, and cancer cells create a cycle of lactic acid which the liver turns into sugar.....doesn't glutamine
reduce the body's lactic acid?
It's probably silly telling you this - what do I know??? In closing, I do not know if you have any feedback about
the questions I face. I guess it's really up to me if I want to order your DMSA or do what the ND doctor tells me
next week. I guess until I get another MRI or ultrasound I really won't know...
L
The DCA arrived today - thanks

8) Breast Cancer Metastasized to the Lungs
Fri, April 19, 2013 9:50 am
My wife who has breast cancer, and from a recent PET Scan, the doctors are not sure if it has metastasized to
the lungs, it is still inconclusive. I have been giving her the DCA since December 2012. I have been going on
the high side of the dosing 25mg-30mg per kg. I have adjusted the dose on several occasions because of
numbness in her big toe.
I have done 3-7 day drug holidays numerous times. Now she has this coughing episodes that can last up to 5
minutes. At night she can have 3-4 attacks at a time. Her oncologist says that this is the lung cancer taking over
her lungs.
Her doctor that had her start on the DCA says that is the release of the histamines of the apoptosis of the cancer
cells that is causing the cough. Please give me any insights of your thoughts on this subject.
Thank you
for your time.
Sincerely, R
9) Referred to you by one of my friends
Good morning Doctor,
I was referred to you by one of my friends, CB, who has been using your product. He had brain cancer and is
now cancer free because of DCA.
My girlfriend was recently diagnosed with stage 2 breast cancer. She has already gotten a mastectomy done and
has already completed chemotherapy (ACT regiment). She has opted for radiation treatment and has opted for
proton therapy. The oncologist also informed her that she will have to start a drug called Taxol which she has
to take for 10 years.
CB swears by your product and he tells me that DCA helps in all types of cancer.
My questions are, if DCA can stop my girlfriend's cancer from coming back and how can it help? Will it be
effective for her even though she has already finished chemotherapy? How does it effect her taxol regiment?
Can it be taken simultaneously? What are the side effects?
Any information you can provide would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
FP

Colon and Colorectal Cancers
1) Colorectal Cancer 4th Stage Metastatic
On Tue, March 4, 2014 8:24 am, f wrote:
Hi Harneet,
Further to my email to you on January 14th (see below), I just wanted to give you an update. We saw V's
oncologist yesterday. Her blood markers are almost in the "normal" range (one of them in fact is). He's ordered
another scan to taken in three weeks.
Her last one (taken about a month ago) revealed that her tumors had shrunk by 60%. He's now talking about
how they're going to approach removing the primary tumor.
This is all amazing and has happened in a very short space of time.
We both want to thank you from the bottom of our hearts for making this life saving treatment available.
Kindest regards,
TH
P.S. Her Oncologist told her a year ago that she had 4th stage metastaticcolorectal cancer. According to the
prognosis given at that time she should be dead now.
On 16/01/2014, at 12:08 AM, Harneet Kaur wrote:
well that is fabulous news and at 50kg she was supposed to be taking 3 dca + 2 thiamin daily !! At 60kg, she
could be taking 2 dca + 1 thiamin capsule every 12 hours (so 4 dca capsules and 2 thiamin daily)... I
will leave it to you to decide whether she continues at current dose or increases it to either 3 or 4 dca daily thiamin is 2 capsules per day.
Hi
My wife started taking 2 capsules a day with one Thiamine approximately six weeks ago. After the first three
weeks she had a scan which revealed a 25% reduction in the size of all six tumors (she has 4th stage metastatic
colorectal cancer).
Last week her Oncologist ordered another scan (to be had in three weeks time), as upon physical examination
he could not feel any of her tumors.
During this time her weight has increased from 50kg's to 60kg's. Should her dosage be adjusted?
Kind regards,
TH

2) Colon Cancer
Wed, March 21, 2012 2:39 pm
I know that in January when I was on full dose, within a couple of weeks I started feeling AMAZING. I could
tell my body had backed off the fight because it wasn't needed, and started healing. I am off chemo completely
as of about a month ago.
If I can help my friend too, I will. Meantime, I am awaiting the next scan on 4/2 where I expect to see nothing.
I'm almost at full speed but maybe I'm already there.
I have become a little more lazy and laid back this past year, ha! A trend I hope to continue...it's nice...and good
for me.
Thank you sooooo much!!! I will await your advice...
MJ
(Seattle, WA)
3) Groin, Chest and throughout Body
Feb. 4 2014
I just had a chest x ray and have no tumours there, im having a colonoscopy done in a week, ill let you know
how it goes lol
SW
Dec. 2 2013
kool. my lump hasn't shrunk at all yet but the pain in my groin region has completely went away in 1 week.
SW
(Editor Note: we advise patients to look for a change in density to the tumor not change in its actual size as the
body sends fluids to the tumour site to carry off dead cancer cells - in some cases the tumor may appear larger
while this is done... think of a sprained ankle and how the body protects the area during healing)

4) Lymphnode (Liver, Kidney, Breast, Abdomen, etc.)
Thu, June 21, 2012 12:21 am
So the second report shows positive changes, right? (The doctor says both biopsies missed the cancer. It is hard
to know what to believe.)
The first biopsy - no lymph node sample.
Second biopsy one lymph was sampled and it is cancer.
My question: does DCA heal tumors before it heals lymph nodes?
L
Thu, May 3, 2012 3:07 pm
Hi,
I am always researching and have another question. I take 20 drops of lugol's 3 times a day and usually the
night dose is within 1/2 from the DCA. Is this ok?
I tolerate the DCA just fine so is it most effective on an empty stomach, or should I eat 1/2 hour later?
The lymphs are aching again, some return of symptoms as previously described. Is this possibly an ongoing
thing due to die-off, as the treatment ebbs and flows.....?
Also, is it possible that the DCIS biopsy report is a result of the DCA reversing the cancer? I mean, it's either
that, or the doctor doing the biopsy missed the cancer in a guided ultrasound biopsy - 5 times!
The ND / Oncologist has me in line for a PET scan next Wednesday because of the liver / kidney, other breast
lump, abdomen, ect...... No sense getting surgery until we get a complete picture....
I am hopeful that the DCA is working it's way through all these issues. Things have moved so slowing with
alopathic medicine. I figure it's because the DCA needs time to do it's thing - everything happens for a reason,
and I have much faith in this program I am on.
L
Date: Fri, 27 Apr 2012 19:43:13 -0400
Subject: Re: dmsa an other options
Thanks for keeping us informed of your status - and we look forward to hearing how future tests go... as well as
what the ND and others recommend... let us know what you decide with the DMSA as it is an easy chelation
and you have already done so much to rebalance your health and well being - stay strong !! Blessings Always.
On Fri, April 27, 2012 4:20 pm, Red rdl wrote:
I want to first of all thank you for your feedback each and every time I emailed or phoned you. I guess you
know what I've discovered this past couple months - cancer diagnosis is a roller coaster - because one never
really knows what's going on inside, ie; are the weird lymph pains because the body is clearing out the dead
cells, or is it spreading. (localised pain in the lump area of course is easier to interpret as healing).
Then there are the periods of extreme weakness, sweating, trembling, and for me, all that and over two weeks of
chest cold /bronchial. Every day I would feel I was beating the symptoms, and everyday the chest symptoms
came back. Today is day 4 of no real chest symptoms. Today is day 4 where my PH has finally come back to 6
and up to 7, so again, the low ph tells me my body must have been undergoing tremendous cleansing, as I live
on green juices and alkaline diet, and use baking soda /lemon if necessary - all to no avail for any real increase
in ph!
Today, the lump seems to not be protruding as much; a layer of fat seems to tell me the lump has shrunk, yet the
width (5 cm) remains the same. I am very very tired and arms are weak to lift. I am sleeping longer, which is
much needed! I have a lump in both breasts, both right in the line of where my lymph glands would be draining

from my neck, so the 25 yr. bad metal bridge and root canals obviously have been the main source of this
condition. (Root canals and bridge out last Oct. Mercury replaced in '98) I have learned so much these past few
months. I have come to believe that some do not fully support DCA because they have invested many dollars in
equipment ect. to offer diverse treatment options. So, here I am, wondering how much money to invest in
treatments. The fact 'they' are not taking a closer look at DCA tells me, I should pay more attention to it and
DMSA your website offers.... I began high doses of Vit D and Lugol's way back in December. I began juicing
and DCA on March 9, 2011, along with alternating supplements and protocols. April 6, I began Mistletoe,
Naltrexone, and Metformin, along with low doses of aspirin throughout the day. Of course NAC has been a
cornerstone throughout. The DMSO I started applying topically seems to have made the supplements work
better - hence, contributing to the past two week detox.... Next week, I am going for a 2nd opinion to see a ND
who is 'trained' in oncology. (not sure what that means, however, if I need (choose) surgery, I have his help. (so
far, no surgeon or oncologist has contacted me via 'urgent request at the walk-in - I am from another province...)
So, I have a few days to decide what to do about the DMSA. Your website sounds interesting - 3 days on and 11
(or so) off. It sounds like my kidneys and liver would handle that better than some chelation. *I should mention
that with raw garlic I have my blood pressure down to the mid 115's over 55-60, and my March 22 lab tests
showed my creatine function actually 'low'. **The blood sugar - I think you'd be on to something with the
implicating of self management for individuals in this area. It gives people some control over their diets, gives
them something to do, makes them responsible for what they eat, and acknowledges we are unique and
everybody's blood sugar is different, yet, it must be kept very low to stop the cancer. That, and cancer cells
create a cycle of lactic acid which the liver turns into sugar.....doesn't glutamine reduce the body's lactic acid?
It's probably silly telling you this - what do I know??? In closing, I do not know if you have any feedback about
the questions I face. I guess it's really up to me if I want to order your DMSA or do what the ND doctor tells me
next week. I guess until I get another MRI or ultrasound I really won't know...
L
The DCA arrived today - thanks

Face and Lip Cancers
1) Tumor on Face
On Thu, October 3, 2013 5:31 am
I have been taking the DCA for only 3 days. The enlarged blood vessel under my eye (which I presume is
feeding the tumour) has already become less visible. Also, my nose no longer feels that is it being 'pulled off' as
the tumour expands behind my face.
If this is the result after only 3/4 days, bring on the next 3/4 months. It will give me GREAT pleasure to walk
into The Christie in Manchester (according to them, a pioneering hospital in cancer treatment!!!) and prove
them wrong. They wrote me off in 2008 and only put me on palliative are, hence all the problems I have now.
My cancer went untreated and is now, according to them, untreatable even with chemo
(which I refuse to take).
Thank you so much.
GA
Tue, October 1, 2013 1:46 pm
My former GP in Cyprus (who recommended PureDCA) will be giving me high doses of vit C, glutathione,
Q10 by IV when I go over there in a few weeks time.
I will let you know of my progress, as I have more or less been written
off by the NHS system, despite surviving for over 11 years, to their surprise
Thank you,
GA
2) Lip Cancer
Wed, July 4, 2012 2:14 pm
I have been using the DCA for several months now to treat my lip cancer. I am seeing improvement. Some
days it looks better than others. It will improve in areas, and then a week later, it will look like it is trying to
come back in that same spot. I believe it is the seedlings trying to make a new start. I know that my lip cancer
was the first one you were aware of using the DCA. I am wondering if maybe we need to be more aggressive.
I know you worry about how the body metabolized the dead tumour tissue, but since mine is an external
tumour, and I remove the dead tissue every day, is this still a concern. You did say it was okay for me to
increase it by one DCA pill a day, 2 months ago, and I did see more improvement with that. I again would like
to increase it by one. I would take 2 in the morning with a Thiamin and one mid day and then 2 again at night
with the Thiamin. Do you see any problem with my doing this.
Thank you
HW
3) Received June 9th, 2012 from Amazon (no longer available on Amazon)
I am on my second bottle of DCA. I have seen a reduction in the size of the tumours on my lip. I am confident
that this product will kill all the cancer cells. Unlike those with internal cancers, because mine is very visible, it
is easy to see the progress I am making. The seller of this product has been very helpful and answers any
questions I have within hours of my sending an email. The order is shipped and delivered within less than a
week from placing the order.
H

Glioblastoma and Brain Cancers

1) HAD Brain cancer and is now cancer free because of Pure DCA
Good morning Doctor,
I was referred to you by one of my friends, CB, who has been using your product. He had brain cancer and is
now cancer free because of DCA.
My girlfriend was recently diagnosed with stage 2 breast cancer. She has already gotten a mastectomy done and
has already completed chemotherapy (ACT regiment). She has opted for radiation treatment and has opted for
proton therapy. The oncologist also informed her that she will have to start a drug called Taxol which she has
to take for 10 years.
CB swears by your product and he tells me that DCA helps in all types of cancer. My questions are, if DCA can
stop my girlfriend's cancer from coming back and how can it help? Will it be effective for her even though she
has already finished chemotherapy? How does it effect her taxol regiment? Can it be taken simultaneously?
What are the side effects?
Any information you can provide would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
FP
2) Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM)
Sat, July 6, 2013 3:57 am
Hi,
My partner has gbm and has been taking dca since diagnosis 18mths ago (recommended
by his neuro oncologist). He is doing very well with 70% tumour shrinkage. He is on your 60 day pack, taking 2
dca per day. We understand that this is not the full recommended dose but that is what the DR said.
How much B1 should he be taking with it?
Cheers
S
3) Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM)
Mon, February 13, 2012 6:23 pm
Hi,
I have finished my dca and can report my tumour has completely disappeared.
I have also been doing monthly courses of temodal (chemo for glioblastoma) and a chez drug avosan.
I am not sure what did it who knows but maybe the dca. I have now run out but wanted to buy some more.
Do you have any information on prolonged use of it. as not sure whether I should keep taking it as a
preventative. Anyway I will continue doing the chemo for another few months so would like
to take dca intermittently over that period too.
Thanks
J
(Editor Note: He had had GBM before and had surgery but it came back within 4 years - Sept 2011 GBM
returned - ordered and began DCA in October and Tumor Completely gone by early February 2012 - Doctor
verified and shocked it disappeared so quickly. Patient had numbness in the face for awhile - was taking 2 dca
+ thiamin in morning and repeated dose 12 hours later daily - only missed dosing with DCA a few days)

4) Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM)
Wed, April 11, 2012 1:36 am
glioblastouma multiforme
her weight is 225 lbs and 5'9"
amazingly she has improved its unbelievable.
right now she is taking 2 a day'
thank you
5) Brain Tumor - Thalamic Glioma
Wed, February 13, 2013 3:53 am
Hi I been taking DCA alone since dec 8th 2012 and almost done with the bottle this week. My next MRI for my
brain tumor is on march 1st. I honestly feel like either the tumor shrunk or disappeared. Reason being is that
over the summer, after 3 days of not taking steroids, I lost mobility in my right hand and was limping on my
right leg, I also wasn't eating and very tired. Plus I slept a lot. Obviously on steroids, it keeps u moving and
active.
Well after a month of DCA, I decided to taper off my steroids and stopped for 4 days and the only thing I
experienced was lack of energy and always sleeping. Again I feel like DCA is working. I will find out in a
couple of weeks.
By the way my brain tumor is called Thalamic Glioma. I was diagnosed December 2010. Last treatment was
chemo on October 2011. It's going to be like 15 months without treatment. My oncologist from the Veterans
hospital did not agree with me taking DCA but my nurse told me to try it out. I had to take matters into my own
hands and made the choice to take DCA. Anyways I will keep you posted on my MRI results.
Thank you.
Sincerely
CB
6) Brain Tumor
Sun, November 27, 2011 7:28 pm
Hi
I was on some other sites and they were saying to take DCA for 5 days and 2
days off another said 2weeks and 1week off, I wasn't really sure what to do what do you recommend. I've been
taking DCA for almost a whole week I'm not sure if it's just in my head or not but I started Monday and
Thursday my head was clearer than it's been in 1 1/2 years.
Thanks CR
P.S. I have a brain tumor just in case that make any difference.

7) Melanoma removed from her Brain
On Sat, August 3, 2013 9:02 am
Subject: Melanoma
My wife, D - age 62, had a melanoma removed from her brain 03-20-13
and it recurred 07-17-13. I received the information about DCA from heroncologist. She weighs 150 lbs. If
possible, we would use the 60 day treatment kit if the dosage is Ok for her body weight.
DT
nasopharyngeal cancer has metastasized to lung and bone cancer
8) Spread to Brain from Bladder Cancer
So primary is bladder cancer...did spread to lung/brain and spine. This determined January 13 2014.
Surgery done to fractured spine...started with DCA upon receipt of product on Jan 20th (as per prev email 3
capsules of DCA daily and 2 thiamine capsules Chemo also in place first session jan20/21/22) and radiation
done to spine and brain Results of CAT scan on Feb 11th chest/abdomen/pelvic (after one set of
chemo treatment/5 doses of radiation to brain/ spine and 22 days of DCA/ Thiamine...and all other good things
for body)
Results are:
-No new evidence of any bone metastases
-Marked improvement in the chest-considerable decrease in size and number
of pulmonary metastatic lesions
-No abnormality in the liver/gallbladder/pancreas/spleen and adrenal
glands
-Mass still in the right wall of the bladder however decreased in size
Great news however will remain diligent
Weight difficult to maintain... and as we are purchasing the powder now
would appreciate a response on dosage
Current weight is now 112 lbs (was 120 went down to 107 back up to 112)
Thank you so much for being there
MK

Liver Cancer
1) Liver and Pancreas Cancer
Received Dec 02, 2013
tumors on liver have shrunk - pancreas tumor shrank - no new cancer cells
Still long way to go but we believe DCA has done it.
name withheld
MA, USA

2) Pancreas and Liver Cancer
Tue, December 11, 2012 11:20 am
Subject: vital and urgent inquiry
Dear Sirs,
A good friend of mine is recovering miraculously from a very aggresive pancreas and liver cancer, thanks to
your DCA powder.
Since we have a close relative aged 57 who is suffering a very aggresive linfatic NO Hodgkin cancer, being
oxygen dependant since a month ago, with considerable weight loss, can a similar effect / cure be expected,
provided an adequate dosage combined with vitamin B is taken by the patient ?
Many thanks for yr reply.
JS
3) Doctors Say He is Already in Remission from Pancreatic and Liver Cancers !
Received March 18, 2014
Just to let you know after a pet scan T's tumors have not spread anywhere else (pancreatic and liver). the Dr.
said he is in remission for now - great news. Now deciding on radiation or very low doses of chemo-consulting
with Mas General Drs. I firmly believe your products have done this.
JN

4) Liver Cancer
By the way does dca also normalises blood pressure because she has a history of hypertension but I noted that
her blood pressure has dropped after she started with dca so much so I want to ask her doctor to reduce her
blood pressure medication. Which is a good thing that means less medication going through her system.
Regards,
IS
5) Endocrine Tumor in her Liver
Metastatic Cancer of an unknown origin, with Endocrine Tumor in her Liver and Lungs and the suprarenal
gland of her right Kidney
Sun, November 10, 2013 11:23 pm
My mother is 68 years old, (height 5'3, weight 59 kilos) she has metastatic cancer of an unknown origin, with
tumors in the lungs, liver and the suprarenal gland of her right kidney has been affected. She has had two
chemotherapy sessions of 3 infusions each already.

She started taking DCA a little over two weeks ago (almost three). She feels a lot better and the excess fluid she
had accumulated is gone. Her DCA dose is two capsules in the morning and two DCA capsules at night. She
also takes a thiamine vitamin capsule in the morning and one at night.
I must say, she does not mention having DCA side effects.
RR
On Tue, October 29, 2013 1:20 am
Dear Harneet,
Thank you for your previous email. The recommended DCA dose you
mentioned sure has helped my mother who has an endocrine tumor in her liver and lungs. She feels a lot better
and her liver function shows some progress.
She just finished her second chemotherapy session last Wednesday Oct. 23, 2013.
RR
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2013 12:23:57
Dear Harneet,
Thank you for the email.
My mother is quite ill, she has cancer with an endocrine tumor in her liver with unknown primary origin.
Metastasis is present, mainly affecting her lungs, and suprarenal gland (right side).- She has started
chemotherapy, her second session will begin monday October 21 2013.
Age: 68 years old, female.
Weight: 69 kilograms.
Please advise me as of the reccomended DCA and thiamine dose for her.
All your comments are most welcome!
Thank you,
RR
6) Liver Cancer
Wed, July 31, 2013 4:31 pm
I did as your recommendation and it worked. the pet scan on 07/24/2013 showed the cancer is decreased in
size,
I would like to continue the treatment and I need your recommendation again please.
I thank you in advance,
AN
On Mon, May 27, 2013 4:36 pm
Hi, Thank you in advance for your help. in January 2013, CT revealed two right hepatic lesions, treated with
chemotherapy X 6,last treatment
04/24/2013. medications: Gemzar &amp; Abraxane
Weight:140 Lb
Age:59
Best Regards,
AN
On 05/27/13
Hi there and thank you for your quick respond. I have purchased these for my brother. I have copied him here to
provide the information you are inquiring.
AN

7) Liver and Lung Cancers
Fri, July 8, 2011 6:19 pm
Hello
I have a question regarding DCA. My mother has been taking dca for the
last month and a half already and currently she is having some side effects with the medicine. Her legs and
hands is shaking constantly, and she even feels lots of pain on her right leg, and can barely walk. She is
currently taking the recommended dosage for her weight, which is 1.2 grams per day (one half in the morning
and the other half during evening) and she is also taking the vitamin B1 thiamine capsules 375mg twice per day,
and drinking lots of green tea.
As for the benefits of dca, she does seem to feel better after the second week of taking the medicine, but still
seems very week. We are going to make a check up next week on her lungs and liver (which has cancer cells) to
see the effects of dca on the tumors.
Now my question is, how can we help her reduce her shaking and leg pains. Is it ok to take more thiamine
capsules? Please, help us find out the best solution for her side effects!
Thank you so much !
Waiting for your reply soon :-)
WJY
8) Lymphnode (Liver, Kidney, Breast, Abdomen, etc.)
Thu, June 21, 2012 12:21 am
So the second report shows positive changes, right? (The doctor says both biopsies missed the cancer. It is hard
to know what to believe.)
The first biopsy - no lymph node sample.
Second biopsy one lymph was sampled and it is cancer.
My question: does DCA heal tumors before it heals lymph nodes?
L
Thu, May 3, 2012 3:07 pm
Hi,
I am always researching and have another question. I take 20 drops of lugol's 3 times a day and usually the
night dose is within 1/2 from the DCA. Is this ok?
I tolerate the DCA just fine so is it most effective on an empty stomach, or should I eat 1/2 hour later?
The lymphs are aching again, some return of symptoms as previously described. Is this possibly an ongoing
thing due to die-off, as the treatment ebbs and flows.....?
Also, is it possible that the DCIS biopsy report is a result of the DCA reversing the cancer? I mean, it's either
that, or the doctor doing the biopsy missed the cancer in a guided ultrasound biopsy - 5 times!
The ND / Oncologist has me in line for a PET scan next Wednesday because of the liver / kidney, other breast
lump, abdomen, ect...... No sense getting surgery until we get a complete picture....
I am hopeful that the DCA is working it's way through all these issues. Things have moved so slowing with
alopathic medicine. I figure it's because the DCA needs time to do it's thing - everything happens for a reason,
and I have much faith in this program I am on.
L

Date: Fri, 27 Apr 2012 19:43:13 -0400
Subject: Re: dmsa an other options
Thanks for keeping us informed of your status - and we look forward to hearing how future tests go... as well as
what the ND and others recommend... let us know what you decide with the DMSA as it is an easy chelation
and you have already done so much to rebalance your health and well being - stay strong !! Blessings Always.
On Fri, April 27, 2012 4:20 pm, R wrote:
I want to first of all thank you for your feedback each and every time I emailed or phoned you. I guess you
know what I've discovered this pastcouple months - cancer diagnosis is a roller coaster - because one never
really knows what's going on inside, ie; are the weird lymph pains because
the body is clearing out the dead cells, or is it spreading. (localised pain in the lump area of course is easier to
interpret as healing). The there are the periods of extreme weakness, sweating, trembling, and for me, all that
and over two weeks of chest cold /bronchial. Every day I would feel I was beating the symptoms, and everyday
the chest symptoms came back. Today is day 4 of no real chest symptoms. Today is day 4 where my PH has
finally come back to 6 and up to 7, so again, the low ph tells
me my body must have been undergoing tremendous cleansing, as I live on
green juices and alkaline diet, and use baking soda /lemon if necessary all to no avail for any real increase in ph! Today, the lump seems to not be protruding as much; a layer of fat
seems to tell me the lump has shrunk, yet the width (5 cm) remains the same. I am very very tired and arms are
weak to lift. I am sleeping longer, which is much needed! I have a lump in both breasts, both right in the line of
where my lymph glands would be draining from my neck, so the 25 yr. bad metal bridge and root canals
obviously have been the main source of this condition. (Root canals and bridge out last Oct. Mercury replaced
in '98) I have learned so much these past few months. I have come to believe that some do not fully support
DCA because they have invested many dollars in equipment ect. to offer diverse treatment options. So, here I
am, wondering how much money to invest in treatments. The fact 'they' are not taking a closer look at
DCA tells me, I should pay more attention to it and DMSA your website offers.... I began high doses of Vit D
and Lugol's way back in December. I began juicing and DCA on March 9, 2011, along with alternating
supplements and protocols. April 6, I began Mistletoe, Naltrexone, and Metformin, along with low doses of
aspirin throughout the day. Of course NAC has been a cornerstone throughout. The DMSO I started applying
topically seems to have made the supplements work better - hence, contributing to the past two week detox....
Next week, I am going for a 2nd opinion to see a ND who is 'trained' in oncology. (not sure what that means,
however, if I need (choose) surgery, I have his help. (so far, no surgeon or oncologist has
contacted me via 'urgent request at the walk-in - I am from another province...) So, I have a few days to decide
what to do about the DMSA.
Your website sounds interesting - 3 days on and 11 (or so) off. It sounds like my kidneys and liver would handle
that better than some chelation. *I should mention that with raw garlic I have my blood pressure down to
the mid 115's over 55-60, and my March 22 lab tests showed my creatine function actually 'low'. **The blood
sugar - I think you'd be on to something with the implicating of self management for individuals in this area. It
gives people some control over their diets, gives them something to do, makes them responsible for what they
eat, and acknowledges we are unique and everybody's blood sugar is different, yet, it must be kept very low to
stop the cancer. That, and cancer cells create a cycle of lactic acid which the liver turns into sugar.....doesn't
glutamine reduce the body's lactic acid? It's probably silly telling you this - what do I know??? In closing, I do
not know if you have any feedback about the questions I face. I guess it's really up to me if I want to order your
DMSA or do what the ND doctor tells me next week. I guess until I get another MRI or ultrasound I really
won't know...
L
The DCA arrived today - thanks

Lung Cancers
1) 4th Stage of Lung Cancer, Brain Cancer, Throat Cancer
Harneet: Started the DCA about 5 months ago, do you have my back emails, I went to the Iowa Ctie Iowa
cancer center, They took a bioupies of one lung. no cancer, this week a MRI of the brain, nothing found, the
25th they go through my throat to check the limp nodes, then later the lower back into the bottom of the lungs to
check. Looking good, I think the docs are stumped, my lungs look bad but so nothing, Whats you think.
Thanks- JW. Iowa
Mon, January 21, 2013 12:47 pm
Harneet: Hi, I just ordered a bottom of DCA. Going into Iowa Citie - U OF Iowa ,
Friday, going to check the limp nodes in my throat for cancer, last 2 showed no cancer, I had 4 th. stag of lung
cancer and they say so far none, If ever thing comes out okey , can I cut down on this med.
Thanks - JW
Mon, January 7, 2013 11:54 am
I came down with stag 4 lung cancer last year, I took 15 chemos, 4 months
ago I found out about DCA, I have now changed to Iowa Citie Ia. cancer center, There are testing me now,
They took a piece out of the tumer in my right lung and tested no cancer, Then a brain MRI and no cancer, next
is a test on my limp nodes in my throat . Then next is a sample from the bottom of my lungs, Things are looking
good and 5 weeks with no chemo.
I feel great,
Thanks for the DCA,
JW
Tue, December 4, 2012 10:45 am
Harneet: Had a cat scan Monday for my lung cancer, It has stopped for 3 months now, I take 2 DCA in mornig
and a B1, noon 1 DCA and night 2 DCA and 1 B1, I am going to order when I hear back from you.
Thanks
JW, The dca is working.

2) Stage 4 Small Cell Lung Cancer; Metastasized to Liver
Mon, March 4, 2013 12:20 pm
Diagnosed 1 1/2 yrs. ago as Stage 4 small cell lung cancer Metastasized to liver
165 lbs. 6'. Functioning as if a healthy person. Low stamina.
On current regimen 3 months: Taking 4 caps dca daily: 1 at 12:00; 1 at 6:00; 2 at midnight and 5 days on/2
days off protocol (that is old information we recommend 7 days a week protocol at that dose)
Results:
- Lungs X-ray as clear.
- No cancer found in rest of body.
- Current regimen stops pain in liver, but gives frequent mild nausea, moderate tiredness, recurring heartburn,
and occasional spaced out feeling. Very similar to chemo. (this patient took caffeine which we do not
recommend)
- MRI showed a considerable slowing of the progression of the disease in my liver.
- Largest lesion has reduced to 6.4 cm x 6 cm. There are others which are smaller.
Please comment or give recommendations
Thanks for your follow up.
PW

3) Metastatic Cancer of an unknown origin, with Endocrine Tumor in her Liver and Lungs and the
suprarenal gland of her right Kidney
Sun, November 10, 2013 11:23 pm
My mother is 68 years old, (height 5'3, weight 59 kilos) she has metastatic cancer of an unknown origin, with
tumors in the lungs, liver and the suprarenal gland of her right kidney has been affected. She has had two
chemotherapy sessions of 3 infusions each already.
She started taking DCA a little over two weeks ago (almost three). She feels a lot better and the excess fluid she
had accumulated is gone. Her DCA dose is two capsules in the morning and two DCA capsules at night. She
also takes a thiamine vitamin capsule in the morning and one at night.
I must say, she does not mention having DCA side effects.
RR
Tue, October 29, 2013 1:20 am
Dear Harneet,
Thank you for your previous email. The recommended DCA dose you
mentioned sure has helped my mother who has an endocrine tumor in her liver and lungs. She feels a lot better
and her liver function shows some progress.
She just finished her second chemotherapy session last Wednesday October 23, 2013.
RR
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2013 12:23 am
Dear Harneet,
Thank you for the email.
My mother is quite ill, she has cancer with an endocrine tumor in her
liver with unknown primary origin. Metastasis is present, mainly
affecting her lungs, and suprarenal gland (right side).- She has started
chemotherapy, her second session will begin monday October 21 2013.
Age: 68 years old, female.
Weight:69 kilograms.
Please advise me as of the reccomended DCA and thiamine dose for her.
All your comments are most welcome!
Thank you,
RR

4) Lung Tumor Stage IV with 7.3 cm diameter and with a metastasis
I am happy to confirm that my husband who was diagnosed a adeno cancer on the
lung tumor Stage IV with 7,3 cm diameter and with a metastasis on the other
lung this year April 2013 has been submitted to medical treatment of Chemo
therapy alongside with stereotactic radiotherapy and after 2 chemo treatments at
same time as DCA on a daily basis the tumor reduced almost 50% and after 4
months of extra 4 treatments of chemo plus 7 radio he was considered cured after
6 months in September 2013
I believe that the fact DCA was given at same time has helped for this fantastic
and quick result and I wish to share with you our happiness.
Thank you. Kind regards
Name withheld by request
Original Portuguese version:
Tenho prazer de confirmar que o meu marido a quem foi diagnosticado em Abril de
2013 um adenocarcinoma Estadio IV no pulmão direito com 7,3 cms de diâmetro com
metástase do lado esquerdo , apos ter sido submetido a 2 tratamentos
Quimioterapia e 2 tratamentos de radioterapia verificou-se ter o tumor regredido
quase 50% em volume.
Apos os 2 tratamentos fez mais 4 de quimioterapia e 7 de radioterapia tendo sido
considerado apos 6 meses em Setembro de 2013 como curado.
Acompanhou o tratamento hospitalar com DCA numa base diária recomendada
Acredito que o DCA ajudou a esta fantástica recuperação e cura pelo que gostaria
de convosco partilhar a nossa alegria. Obrigada.

5) Received June 7th, 2012 from Amazon (no longer available on Amazon)
Have just received my second order of this product. A PET scan taken 6 weeks after beginning shows that a
previously rapidly growing nodule has become arrested. Confidence is such that my Pulmonologist and I feel
comfortable in holding off a further scan and office visit until near the end of the year. If such scan shows
continued improvement, would then upgrade my rating to 5-star. Has already put off surgery for which I was
being vetted. Dosage of these orders is just about right for my weight (150 pounds) and will begin researching
the end game when the time comes. Have no ill side effects. Needless to say, my Oncologist is highly
interested.
C
6) Lung Cancer [asbestos incurred]
Received Aug 26, 2013
Sir: Thank-you.
I find myself in an unusual situation - stuck between the VA and AMA, very
much like living a Kafka novel.
Last VA Doctor, after CT scan, one <1> week ago, had a very hard time
understanding the tumors he was comparing to the previous CT <6 months
earlier> showed no growth . They shrunk, he had nothing to say!
I continue to control inflammation and your direction for dosage
JM
{That is wonderful news J - keep it up and keep them guessing hopefully they will ask and you can coach them how to cure cancer !}

On Fri, July 26, 2013 12:50 pm,
I have started DCA and supplement treatment for lung cancer
[asbestos incurred]. I am also controlling Chronic Lumbar Pain, with a great deal
of success. I do not think invasive measures are appropriate. However, I
believe that long term tumor control mat be possible; with DCA
regiment. I am a male 66 years old , weight 220 lbs., 6¹ 5²,and was exposed
to asbestos while refitting a US Navy destroyer for duty off Viet Nam,
1968, at the Napa Valley Ship and Sub Yard in California.
My Question is: What is the dosage that is specific to my
description?
Sincerely,
JM
7) Small Cell Lung Cancer, Stage 4
Wed, September 18, 2013 12:28 pm
Hello,
On November 28, 2012, my father was diagnosed with small cell lung cancer. He has gone through a serious of
chemo and radiation treatments. A friend of ours purchased your product and found significant results and now
has returned back to work.
With my friend experiencing excellent results I am eager to have my father being the medication. My father is
currently prescribed several medications and wonder if beginning DCA would have a negative reaction with the
medications. Could you please tell me if these medications would have a negative effect to the recovery of my
father’s treatment.
I would like to have my father begin the DCA as soon as possible. He has been diagnosed with stage 4, small
cell lung cancer.
Thank you for your time,
LM

8) Breast and Lung Cancers
Good Morning Dr Kaur
I finished my 6-course chemo for treating my breast and lung cuncer. All
the time I was taking DCA, my oncologist did not know about it. The latest
check up (CAT scann, RX, ulatrasound) from the middle of Oct 2013 showed
significant decreasing the tumor size, from 3.1 mm to 1.8 mm (approx , in
all three dimensions), and my colpased left lung was expanded to the
almost full size. Doctor said it is almost unbelieveble to have such
results after taking the chemo...
I deeply believe that DCA helped me so much.
I have next check up on the end of Dec 2013.
Now I take only DCA and some other supplements for immunity support
(coriolus vesicolour mushroom, chaga mushroom, alpha lipoic acid,
melatonin, Vit D, seal oil, krill oil, shark certilage, turmeric, nigella
sativa (black cumin) seed oil, aronia juice).
I eat alkaline and ketogenic diet, no meat only white fish 1-2 times per
week...
I would appreciate any comment from you...
Thank you,
SP
FYI: as I informed you, my latest CAT scan check up in mid of October 2013, showed tremendous decreasing
my breast lump and some lung spots disappeared, some are very decreased in their size.
9) Lung Cancer, Metastasis to the Bones
Thu, June 20, 2013 12:21 pm
Subject: Lung Cancer, Metastasis to the bones
Mother been diagnosed with the above. The metastasis has spread to 3 places
in her spine, both hips, upper ribs and pelvis. Doc says up to 1 year survival.
No treatment but possible radiation to one of her nodes by her neck to eliviate
pain.
Your product was highly recommended by a friend and has 2 other friends that
have used it and having great success. Does this fit the profile to try your
products? Is your product similar to fulvic acid? If you could let me know that
would be great. Thanks
LS

10) Lung Cancer
Wed, April 3, 2013 2:35 pm
tumor size:
5.1 x 3; 5 x 2.9 - after one month: 3.9
catogenic diet
lung cancer
started in Dec. 2012
VS
11) Lung and Liver Cancer
Fri, July 8, 2011 6:19 pm
Hello,
I have a question regarding DCA. My mother has been taking dca for the
last month and a half already and currently she is having some side
effects with the medicine. Her legs and hands is shaking constantly, and
she even feels lots of pain on her right leg, and can barely walk. She is
currently taking the recommended dosage for her weight, which is 1.2 grams
per day (one half in the morning and the other half during evening) and
she is also taking the vitamin B1 thiamine capsules 375mg twice per day,
and drinking lots of green tea.
As for the benefits of dca, she does seem to feel better after the second week of taking the medicine, but still
seems very week. We are going to make a check up next week on her lungs and liver (which has cancer cells) to
see the effects of dca on the
tumors. Now my question is, how can we help her reduce her shaking and leg
pains. Is it ok to take more thiamine capsules? Please, help us find out
the best solution for her side effects!
Thank you so much! Waiting for your reply soon :-)
WJY
12) Nasopharyngeal Cancer has Metastasized to Lung and Bone Cancer
On Sat, August 3, 2013 9:02 am,
Subject: Melanoma
My wife, D - age 62, had a melanoma removed from her brain 03-20-13
and it recurred 07-17-13. I received the information about DCA from her
oncologist. She weighs 150 lbs. If possible, we would use the 60 day
treatment kit if the dosage is Ok for her body weight.
DT
13) Small Cell Lung Cancer
Mon, August 26, 2013 8:57 am
Hello! Cancer is non small cell lung cancer and weight is 55 kg Thanks for your information on diet!
IK

14) Spread to Lung from Bladder Cancer
So primary is bladder cancer...did spread to lung/brain and spine. This determined January 13 2014.
Surgery done to fractured spine...started with DCA upon receipt of product on Jan 20th (as per prev email 3
capsules of DCA daily and 2 thiamine capsules Chemo also in place first session jan20/21/22) and radiation
done to spine and brain Results of CAT scan on Feb 11th chest/abdomen/pelvic (after one set of
chemo treatment/5 doses of radiation to brain/ spine and 22 days of DCA/ Thiamine...and all other good things
for body)
Results are:
-No new evidence of any bone metastases
-Marked improvement in the chest-considerable decrease in size and number
of pulmonary metastatic lesions
-No abnormality in the liver/gallbladder/pancreas/spleen and adrenal
glands
-Mass still in the right wall of the bladder however decreased in size
Great news however will remain diligent
Weight difficult to maintain... and as we are purchasing the powder now
would appreciate a response on dosage
Current weight is now 112 lbs (was 120 went down to 107 back up to 112)
Thank you so much for being there
MK

Lymphomas, Leukemias and Blood Cancers

1) Non-Hodgkins Lymphoma
Fri, August 30, 2013 12:49 pm
I am a repeat customer. My husband is in remission from Non-Hodgkins
Lymphoma. This order is for a maintenance dose of one capsule per day.
Thank you

2) Blood Markers
Tue, May 15, 2012 8:33 pm
Hi
I have been taking DCA now for over a month and I feel Great!
All blood values look great now.
JH
3) Blood Cancer Markers
Thu, February 2, 2012 3:32 pm
Hi Harneet
Thank you for information.
In my blood test results there were no cancer markers...
Thanks for your help
A
4) Blood Markers
Sun, May 26, 2013 8:44 pm
Hello Harneet, my name is DC. I have recevied the DCA that i
orderd last week and i have to tell you that the PSA in my system has
droped from 23 to 9.5 and the docter called me into his office and
told me to have the best weekend ever and i asked him why and he told me
that the PSA droped to 1.13 is that not great or what. Now i need to know
how much of DCA to use to keep this problem under controll or i would like
to talk to some one that knows more about this DCA so can you please call
me on my cell as i am working out of town and this is the only way so
please give me a call on the cell-------- any time .
Thank You.
DC

5) Lymph Nodes
Thu, January 24, 2013 6:09 pm
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:55 PM
Subject: DCA
My niece took this treatment for a cancerous tumor that could not be removed
because of it's location & size. It totally removed the tumor! She did not
realize she should keep taking the treatment after her tumor was gone &
cancer came back in her lympnoids. How long does one have to keep taking
this in order to totally defeat the cancer?
MC
6) Lymph Nodes and Breast Cancer
Tue, October 11, 2011 12:35 am
Dear Harneet: Thank you so much I know this helped me a lot. I will do this.
Love and a very thankful
ET
Dear Harneet : I had my cancer surgery on Oct 4/11 and they did an
lumpectomy and took out five lymph n odes. I got the result of the lab tests back on Fri Oct 7th and they said
the cancer was clear and I do not need more surgery. To me this is a miracle and I am so happy that the
Lord seen fit that there be no more cancer.
Do I continue taking the Pure DCA pill & the Thiamine B1 until they are gone?
I await your advice. Thank you so very much for everything.
Love
ET
7) Leukemia - Chronic Myeloid Leukemia Philadelphia Chromosome Negative
Received March 17, 2014
Dear Harneet Kaur,
I am writing you again and sending my Mothers (AJ) lab results so you can see the progress with the DCA.
In January 2014 my Mom's results came back good again and she is only on 1 Chemo Hydrea every other day.
Also Dr Irwin Walker at the Juravinski Hospital and Cancer Centre in Hamilton, Ontario has shown much
interest in the DCA after seeing my mothers results.
MN
On Wed, November 13, 2013 10:40 pm
Hi Harneet Kaur,
I am writing a follow up on my Moms results with the DCA.
As it states in the letter below she was diagnosed with Cancer Leukemia in
August. I am sending you her results to look over. She is feeling very
good and the doctor is stretching her visits out longer with thus next
time being 5 weeks till her next check up. He is very pleased. He has
reduced her Chemo tablets from 4 per day to just one per day. If her next
blood work comes back good would it be advisable to drop the last chemo
tablet and just continue on the DCA? Can you please look at her blood work
and let me know how it looks to you please:) Thank you so much !!!
MN

On Fri, October 4, 2013 11:58 pm
Hi I am writing you to show you some of the results my Mom has had with
the DCA. My Mom was very sick and went to the hospital on August 22nd 2013
with a white blood count of over 300. The doctor put her on Chemo she was
very sick. My son had heard about the DCA so I ordered it. On August 29th
I took her to the cancer Doctor and he told me she had Chronic Myeloid
Leukemia Philadelphia Chromosome Negative. He did not give a good
prognosis. So I mentioned that I would like to start her on the DCA. He
had heard about it and said no problem and thanked me for telling him. At
this visit her white blood count went to 32.5 after being on Chemo. We
started the DCA on the 30th of August. On our next visit to the cancer
hospital her white blood count dropped to 5.4 this was one week later on
September 5th 2013. Two weeks later on September 19th her white blood
work came back at 2.8. She had been on 4 Chemo tablets a day he cut her
down to two. On September 26th 2013 on her next visit her white blood
count again was at 2.8. He cut her down to only one chemo tablet per day.
She is feeling very good except for her fracturing 3 vertebrae in a
unfortunate mishap. I feel the DCA is giving her great results could you
please explain what is happening here. Should she stay on the same dosage
of DCA that you had recommended? Are these promising results fer her?
Thank you so much !!!
Have a beautiful day,
MN
On Fri, August 30, 2013 11:56 am
Good afternoon I am sending the results of my Moms Cancer. Please let me
know of any recomondations. I have made her doctor aware of the DCA and he
is very supportive.
Thank you
Have a beautiful day,
MN
On Wed, August 21, 2013 10:49 am
Thank you my Mom has been told she has Leukemia they have just done a bone
marrow biopsy yesterday and we should know more about the stage she is in
as well as what type of leukemia. She is on Hydrea (Hydroxyurea) Mar-Allopurinol & Apo-Prochlorazine at
this time. Her weight is 71 Kilos.
Is she safe to start the DCA right now or should she wait till she has her
final diagnoses? And what is her recommended dosages. Is this safe for her
to take along with all those meds she is on and do you recomend I inform
her doctors?
Thank you so much !
MN

8) Lymph Nodes (and Pancreatic Cancer)
Wed, November 16, 2011 8:13 am
Hello ,
Father has been taking 20mg/kg DCA for pancreas cancer for the last 2.5 months. And also 900mg B1 daily,
with some B complex. He was off DCA 3 days/week as per your last month recommendation; however he has
developed more neuropathy including shaking, tremor and stool inconsistency. We stopped DCA for a week
now but the symptoms are somehow still persisting.
His latest ct Scan was good with very much shrunk and regressed lymph nodes and no suspicious mass. His
overall condition is fine, and has gained some weight.
What is your recommendation regarding the DCA side effects? I really want to give him this, but don't want to
mess up his nerves either.
Thank you,
Kind regards,
T
9) Bilirubin Counts Improved
Sat, September 7, 2013 9:22 am
No he has not stopped. My understanding Is that someone left the bottle out. Are the capsules as pure as the
powder? Do they require the same freezer protocol? The results we were getting were fabulous. His bilirubin
went from 25 to 1 in weeks.
GS

10) Blood markers in Correct Range
On Tue, March 4, 2014 8:24 am, f wrote:
Hi Harneet,
Further to my email to you on January 14th (see below), I just wanted to
give you an update. We saw V's oncologist yesterday. Her blood markers are almost in the "normal" range (one
of them in fact is). He's ordered another scan to taken in three weeks. Her last one (taken about a month ago)
revealed that her tumors had shrunk by 60%. He's now talking about how they're going to approach removing
the primary tumor.
This is all amazing and has happened in a very short space of time.
We both want to thank you from the bottom of our hearts for making this
life saving treatment available.
Kindest regards,
TH
P.S. Her Oncologist told her a year ago that she had 4th stage metastatic
colorectal cancer. According to the prognosis given at that time she
should be dead now.
On 16/01/2014, at 12:08 AM, Harneet Kaur wrote:
well that is fabulous news and at 50kg she was supposed to be taking 3
dca + 2 thiamin daily !! At 60kg, she could be taking 2 dca + 1 thiamin
capsule every 12 hours (so 4 dca capsules and 2 thiamin daily)... I
will leave it to you to decide whether she continues at current dose or
increases it to either 3 or 4 dca daily - thiamin is 2 capsules per day.
On Tue, January 14, 2014 9:15 pm, f wrote:
Hi Harneet,
My wife started taking 2 capsules a day with one Thiamine approximately six weeks ago.
After the first three weeks she had a scan which revealed a 25% reduction
in the size of all six tumors (she has 4th stage metastatic colorectal cancer).
Last week her Oncologist ordered another scan (to be had in three weeks time), as upon physical examination
he could not feel any of her tumors. During this time her weight has increased from 50kg's to 60kg's. Should her
dosage be adjusted ?
Kind regards,
TH

11) Lymph Nodes (and Liver, Kidney, Breast, Abdomen, etc.)
Thu, June 21, 2012 12:21 am
So the second report shows positive changes, right? (The doctor says both biopsies missed the cancer. It is hard
to know what to believe.)
The first biopsy - no lymph node sample.
Second biopsy one lymph was sampled and it is cancer.
My question: does DCA heal tumors before it heals lymph nodes?
L
Thu, May 3, 2012 3:07 pm
Hi,
I am always researching and have another question. I take 20 drops of lugol's 3 times a day and usually the
night dose is within 1/2 from the DCA. Is this ok?
I tolerate the DCA just fine so is it most effective on an empty stomach, or should I eat 1/2 hour later?
The lymphs are aching again, some return of symptoms as previously described. Is this possibly an ongoing
thing due to die-off, as the treatment ebbs and flows.....?
Also, is it possible that the DCIS biopsy report is a result of the DCA reversing the cancer? I mean, it's either
that, or the doctor doing the biopsy missed the cancer in a guided ultrasound biopsy - 5 times!
The ND / Oncologist has me in line for a PET scan next Wednesday because of the liver / kidney, other breast
lump, abdomen, ect...... No sense getting surgery until we get a complete picture....
I am hopeful that the DCA is working it's way through all these issues. Things have moved so slowing with
alopathic medicine. I figure it's because the DCA needs time to do it's thing - everything happens for a reason,
and I have much faith in this program I am on.
L
Date: Fri, 27 Apr 2012 19:43:13 -0400
Subject: Re: dmsa an other options
Thanks for keeping us informed of your status - and we look forward to hearing how future tests go... as well as
what the ND and others recommend... let us know what you decide with the DMSA as it is an easy chelation
and you have already done so much to rebalance your health and well being - stay strong !! Blessings Always.
On Fri, April 27, 2012 4:20 pm, Red rdl wrote:
I want to first of all thank you for your feedback each and every time I emailed or phoned you. I guess you
know what I've discovered this past couple months - cancer diagnosis is a roller coaster - because one never
really knows what's going on inside, ie; are the weird lymph pains because the body is clearing out the dead
cells, or is it spreading. (localised pain in the lump area of course is easier to interpret as healing).
The there are the periods of extreme weakness, sweating, trembling, and for me, all that and over two weeks of
chest cold /bronchial. Every day I would feel I was beating the symptoms, and everyday the chest symptoms
came back. Today is day 4 of no real chest symptoms. Today is day 4 where my PH has finally come back to 6
and up to 7, so again, the low ph tells me my body must have been undergoing tremendous cleansing, as I live
on green juices and alkaline diet, and use baking soda /lemon if necessary - all to no avail for any real increase
in ph!
Today, the lump seems to not be protruding as much; a layer of fat seems to tell me the lump has shrunk, yet the
width (5 cm) remains the same. I am very very tired and arms are weak to lift. I am sleeping longer, which is
much needed! I have a lump in both breasts, both right in the line of where my lymph glands would be draining
from my neck, so the 25 yr. bad metal bridge and root canals obviously have been the main source of this
condition. (Root canals and bridge out last Oct. Mercury replaced in '98) I have learned so much these past few
months.

I have come to believe that some do not fully support DCA because they have invested many dollars in
equipment ect. to offer diverse treatment options. So, here I am, wondering how much money to invest in
treatments. The fact 'they' are not taking a closer look at
DCA tells me, I should pay more attention to it and DMSA your website offers.... I began high doses of Vit D
and Lugol's way back in December. I began juicing and DCA on March 9, 2011, along with alternating
supplements and protocols. April 6, I began Mistletoe, Naltrexone, and Metformin, along with low doses of
aspirin throughout the day. Of course NAC has been a cornerstone throughout. The DMSO I started applying
topically seems to have made the supplements work better - hence, contributing to the past two week detox....
Next week, I am going for a 2nd opinion to see a ND who
is 'trained' in oncology. (not sure what that means, however, if I need
(choose) surgery, I have his help. (so far, no surgeon or oncologist has
contacted me via 'urgent request at the walk-in - I am from another province...) So, I have a few days to decide
what to do about the DMSA.
Your website sounds interesting - 3 days on and 11 (or so) off. It sounds
like my kidneys and liver would handle that better than some chelation.
*I should mention that with raw garlic I have my blood pressure down to
the mid 115's over 55-60, and my March 22 lab tests showed my creatine
function actually 'low'. **The blood sugar - I think you'd be on to something with the implicating of self
management for individuals in this area. It gives people some control over their diets, gives them something to
do, makes them responsible for what they eat, and acknowledges we are unique and everybody's blood sugar is
different, yet, it must be kept very low to stop the cancer. That, and cancer cells create a cycle of lactic
acid which the liver turns into sugar.....doesn't glutamine reduce the
body's lactic acid? It's probably silly telling you this - what do I know??? In closing, I do not know if you have
any feedback about the questions I face. I guess it's really up to me if I want to order your DMSA or do what the
ND doctor tells me next week. I guess until I get another MRI or ultrasound I really won't know...
L
The DCA arrived today - thanks

Internal Organ and Other Testimonials
1) Bladder Cancer (that Spread)
So primary is bladder cancer...did spread to lung/brain and spine. This
determined January 13 2014.
Surgery done to fractured spine...started with DCA upon receipt of product
on Jan 20th (as per prev email 3 capsules of DCA daily and 2 thiamine
capsules
Chemo also in place first session jan20/21/22) and radiation done to spine
and brain
- Results of CAT scan on Feb 11th chest/abdomen/pelvic (after one set of
chemo treatment/5 doses of radiation to brain/ spine and 22 days of DCA/
Thiamine...and all other good things for body)
Results are:
-No new evidence of any bone metastases
-Marked improvement in the chest-considerable decrease in size and number
of pulmonary metastatic lesions
-No abnormality in the liver/gallbladder/pancreas/spleen and adrenal
glands
-Mass still in the right wall of the bladder however decreased in size
Great news however will remain diligent
Weight difficult to maintain... and as we are purchasing the powder now
would appreciate a response on dosage
Current weight is now 112 lbs (was 120 went down to 107 back up to 112)
Thank you so much for being there
MK
2) Endometrial Stromal Sarcoma Cancer
On Wed, July 17, 2013 8:16 am
It was 14.6 x 8.3cms
Now it is 11.4 x 5.4cms
About 3cms each side?
Many thanks Harneet
SH

3) Pancreas Cancer
Wed, November 16, 2011 8:13 am
Hello ,
Father has been taking 20mg/kg DCA for pancreas cancer for the last 2.5 months. And also 900mg B1 daily,
with some B complex. He was off DCA 3 days/week as per your last month recommendation; however he has
developed more neuropathy including shaking, tremor and stool inconsistency. We stopped DCA for a week
now but the symptoms are somehow still persisting.
His latest ct Scan was good with very much shrunk and regressed lymph nodes and no suspicious mass. His
overall condition is fine, and has gained some weight.
What is your recommendation regarding the DCA side effects? I really want to give him this, but don't want to
mess up his nerves either.
Thank you,
Kind regards,
T
4) Liver and Pancreas Cancer
Received Dec 02, 2013
tumors on liver have shrunk - pancreas tumor shrank - no new cancer
cells - still long way to go but we believe DCA has done it.
name withheld
MA, USA
5) Doctors Say He is Already in Remission from Pancreatic and Liver Cancers !
Received March 18, 2014
Just to let you know after a pet scan T's tumors have not spread anywhere else (pancreatic and liver). the Dr.
said he is in remission for now - great news. Now deciding on radiation or very low doses of chemo-consulting
with Mas General Drs. I firmly believe your products have done this.
JN
6) Unknown Cancer
Tue, April 19, 2011 6:03 pm
Dear ,
How are you? My sister in Ho Chi Minh city Viet Nam is doing better
after taking the DCA. She looks and feels better. She still has
about 3 or 4 treatments with her doctor in Saigon and she also
religiously take DCA twice daily. Could I please buy another bottle for her. Thank you and kind regards.
MND.
7) Terminal Cancer
Wed, December 14, 2011 9:12 am
no thanks. I have a very accurate and extremely expensive lab scale. btw, my 'terminal' tumours have reduced
considerably since taking dca. :0)
regards
l

8) Terminal Cancer
Thu, January 12, 2012 4:11 pm
Hi ,
We are getting some good results with my mother’s cancer using your DCA product…would like to have a
quick chat with you on it….I try your number and it seems to be a fax number. Is there a different line I can
call you on?
AW (daughter of MW in Iowa)
{Patient had chemotherapy and cancer came back. She refused more chemotherapy and started DCA. Her CT
scan has been clear for months - she is now in a Life Extension Study in Florida}
9) Great success with DCA
Fri, March 18, 2011 5:54 pm
Hi
We have had great success with DCA and LDN I posted our story at www.ldndatabase.com/ourstory.html use
as you wish
J
10) Improved Quality of Life
On Sat, August 31, 2013 2:15 pm
In march, I purchased 200kg of Sodium Dichloroacetate for my son. It
improved his quality of life substantially. I see you have capsules, but
would I be able to purchase large amounts as I know the proper way to mix
and provide in that form?
AM
11) Results Remarkable
Wed, June 26, 2013 1:26 pm
Harneet,
I really want to continue with the DCA treatment.
It is working for me and the change is remarkable!
I am wanting to re-order a supply of DCA.
In other words, "lets try it again" !
Would you prefer that I deal directly with Kevin, in shipping? Or shall I
place the order through yourself.
Please let me know your preference.
Thanks,
J

12) Avoided Cancer Surgery and Cancer Free for 2 years
No Need for Cancer Surgery
website: Anonymous
December 20, 2012 at 9:24 AM
Puredca got rid of my cancer and I cancelled my surgery my doctor was trying to force down my throat. I
started to feel its effects in 9 days and 3 months later I was cancer free according to my doctor, that was almost
2 years ago and Im still cancer free.

13) Unknown Cancer - Tumour Shrinkage
Wed, May 8, 2013 10:07 am
Having cat scan done next week. No name to it. It had shrunk the last test. See what happens this time. Thank
you for all your help.
J
14) Big Change for the Better
Sat, March 26, 2011 4:03 pm
Dear ,
Thank you for your kind wishes for my recovery. I am seeing a big change for the better. I am very hopeful
that I will be able to resume my daily dosage within weeks, and am hopeful that the correct dosage will be
effective.
Best wishes,
N

Prostate Cancers
1) Prostate Cancer
On Mon, July 15, 2013 10:03 am
prostate cancer 160 pounds
Hello Harmeet,
It's been some time since I've been in touch. Thank you for all your help
and advice. I want to let you know that my dad has had great results from
using DCA. After recent tests the doctor said he can see no trace of
cancer! My dad wants to continue taking it as a preventive measure, so I
need to purchase some more.
Thanks and have a great day
DF
2) Prostate Cancer
Sat, June 30, 2012 5:13 pm
Subject: DCA working, but discomfort
Message Body:
Ultra-sound shows a reduction of tumor size! Prostate tumor was 3.19cm in March.
Friday, June 29 tumor ultra-sound was showing shrunk down to 2.9cm. Having some real pain though. Pray for
me.
HRG
Thu, April 26, 2012 4:11 pm
Dear Folks,
I have been taking your DCA/Thiamine for about 6 days and already noticing major affects occurring. Sleeping
has improved! Slight discomfort in groinal area yet I was to expect the cancer to be reacting to the change in
environment and tissues around the area are slightly irritated as my immune is kicking up to deal with the
change in the cells. Looks very positive!
I was privileged to speak at a Cancer Support Group session and passed out data about the DCA/Thiamine
protocols you offer. One RN from Bay Area Urolorgy of Traverse City was very impressed with the data and
wants me to speak again next month. I was very surprised my onocologist and RN have been "very" supportive
of my decision to opt out (postpone) surgery to remove my prostate and let DCA do it's work for 30 days. My
PSA has dropped 10 points already.
Thanks very much!
God's blessing on you all,
HRG

3) Groin and throughout Body
Feb. 4 2014
I just had a chest x ray and have no tumours there, im having a colonoscopy done in a week, ill let you know
how it goes lol
Dec. 2 2013
kool. my lump hasn't shrunk at all yet but the pain in my groin region has
completely went away in 1 week.
SW
4) Prostate Cancer
Fri, July 26, 2013 11:33 am
Hello Harneet and thank you so much for the information. I will order more products from you once I receive
my first shipment. I am searching for treatment for a 94 year old with prostate cancer, he only weighs 137
pounds currently. He has had two treatments of firmagon. As I continue each day to learn more about
conscience heathy living I will continue to place orders for myself as well. Thank You for your conscience
contribution to the value of human life and research.
Sincerely,
DR

Note that these are reviews from Amazon. Due to pressure from the big pharmaceutical companies Amazon no
longer allows the sale of DCA. They have also stopped the sale of MANY other supplements sold by a variety
of vendors because many natural supplements threaten the profits of large pharmaceutical companies.

General and Service Testimonials
1) Friend has had Great Success on PureDCA
On Tue, March 4, 2014 11:31 pm, mm wrote:
Name: mm
Comments: I am wishing to purchase dca kit. I have been advised that
dosages are based on weight/ height. I live in sydney and am 168cm tall
and 53kg.the kit is set at 333mg per dose. Could you please advise what my
daily dose should be? My friend has had great success with her cancer
tumors and I am wanting to do the same.
Thank you
2) Fabulous Email Service
On Mon, October 7, 2013 7:43 pm, JMF wrote:
Thank you!
You have been amazing at your e-mail contact. THANK YOU for that! This
really helps those of us who are ordering and aren't feeling well! You should get a raise! TODAY!
thanks again...
JMF
3) Improved Quality of Life
On Sat, August 31, 2013 2:15 pm
In march, I purchased 200kg of Sodium Dichloroacetate for my son. It
improved his quality of life substantially. I see you have capsules, but
would I be able to purchase large amounts as I know the proper way to mix
and provide in that form?
AM
4) Your Diet Tips
On Mon, August 26, 2013 8:57 am
Hello! Cancer is non small cell lung cancer and weight is 55 kg Thanks for your information on diet!
IK

5) Sister Doing Better on DCA
Tue, April 19, 2011 6:03 pm
Dear ,
How are you? My sister in Ho Chi Minh city Viet Nam is doing better
after taking the DCA. She looks and feels better. She still has
about 3 or 4 treatments with her doctor in Saigon and she also
religiously take DCA twice daily. Could I please buy another bottle for her. Thank you and kind regards.
MND.
6) Terminal Cancer is no More
Wed, December 14, 2011 9:12 am
no thanks. I have a very accurate and extremely expensive lab scale. btw, my 'terminal' tumours have reduced
considerably since taking dca. :0)
regards
L
7) No Need for Surgery Since I Began Pure DCA
website: Anonymous
December 20, 2012 at 9:24 AM
Puredca got rid of my cancer and I cancelled my surgery my doctor was trying to force down my throat. I
started to feel its effects in 9 days and 3 months later I was cancer free according to my doctor, that was almost
2 years ago and Im still cancer free.
8) Mom is Doing So Well on Pure DCA they are now studying her in a Life Extension Study
Thu, January 12, 2012 4:11 pm
Hi ,
We are getting some good results with my mother’s cancer using your DCA product…would like to have a
quick chat with you on it…. Is there a different line I can call you on?
Thanks!
AW (daughter of MW in Iowa)
Mom is in a study in Florida for Life Extension - remember she had
had chemo and cancer came back !! She refused more chemo and started DCA and CT scan clear for months

9) Pancreatic Cancer and Gaining Weight since Taking Pure DCA
Wed, November 16, 2011 8:13 am
Hello ,
Father has been taking 20mg/kg DCA for pancreas cancer for the last 2.5 months. And also 900mg B1 daily,
with some B complex. He was off DCA 3 days/week as per your last month recommendation; however he has
developed more neuropathy including shaking, tremor and stool inconsistency. We stopped DCA for a week
now but the symptoms are somehow still persisting. His latest ct Scan was good with very much shrunk and
regressed lymph nodes and no suspicious mass. His overall condition is fine, and has gained some weight.
What is your recommendation regarding the DCA side effects? I really want to give him this, but don't want to
mess up his nerves either.
Thank you,
Kind regards,
T
10) Thank You for your conscience contribution to the value of human life and research.
Fri, July 26, 2013 11:33 am
Hello Harneet and thank you so much for the information. I will order more products from you once I receive
my first shipment. I am searching for treatment for a 94 year old with prostate cancer, he only weighs 137
pounds currently. He has had two treatments of firmagon. As I continue each day to learn more about
conscience healthy living I will continue to place orders for myself as well. Thank You for your conscience
contribution to the value of human life and research.
Sincerely,
DR
11) It is working Great - the change is remarkable!
Wed, June 26, 2013 1:26 pm
Harneet,
I really want to continue with the DCA treatment.
It is working for me and the change is remarkable!
I am wanting to re-order a supply of DCA.
In other words, "lets try it again" !
Would you prefer that I deal directly with Kevin, in shipping? Or shall I
place the order through yourself.
Please let me know your preference.
Thanks,
J

12) thanks for this website
Thu, March 17, 2011 10:47 am
We ordered from you back in july 2010. Just wanted to say hello and thank
you again. Actually, thanks for this website. It's great!
I will be able to introduce people to DCA by referring them to your website
which has the various websites and searches I used to find DCA all in one
place.
God Bless you for the Courage, Compassion and Business savvy to do what you
do.
S
13) PureDCA has also Normalized my Blood Pressure
By the way does dca also normalises blood pressure because she has a history of hypertension but I noted that
her blood pressure has dropped after she started with dca so much so I want to ask her doctor to reduce her
blood pressure medication. Which is a good thing that means less medication going through her system.
Regards,
IS
14) Thank You for Kind Wishes to my Recovery
Sat, March 26, 2011 4:03 pm
Dear ,
Thank you for your kind wishes for my recovery. I am seeing a big change for the better. I am very hopeful
that I will be able to resume my daily dosage within weeks, and am hopeful that the correct dosage will be
effective without harming me!
I appreciate very much all the assistance from you and would like to hope that you will accept my request.
Thank you in advance, and I hope to hear from you at your best convenience!
Best wishes,
N
15) Great Success with DCA and Have Posted
Fri, March 18, 2011 5:54 pm
Hi
We have had great success with DCA and LDN I posted our story at www.ldndatabase.com/ourstory.html use
as you wish
J

16) Good Prices, Good Products, and Good People
Fri, November 4, 2011 5:08 pm
Thank you so much ,
I'll be sending you a lot of customers. Good Prices, Good Products, and Good People put the "P"'s in Happy.
And I am.
Thank you again.
KC
17) You are to be Commended
Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 1:36 PM
Subject: your product
From: JM < >
Subject: your product
I am a spiritual healer www.jimmymackhealing.com and I wanted to let you
know that you guys are great and doing a great thing by making is
available....in my mystical world this "tests" really great for people, so
thanks for continuing on this path in helping others.............you are to
be commended
JM
18) Shrank Last Time it was tested (After Adding Pure DCA)
Wed, May 8, 2013 10:07 am
Having cat scan done next week. No name to it. It had shrunk the last test. See what happens this time. Thank
you for all your help.
J
19) It Worked ! Now I want to Know the Hows and Whys
Tue, January 24, 2012 11:22 am
Thank you so much! I have also added LDN to my protocol and am basically off all pain meds even over the
counter! I am so thankful for God's leading me to these products. It was a pretty desperate time and I did it
without totally understanding what it is all about. I am just now catching up with the whys and hows!
Thank you for your time!
GH

20) Sister Still Alive Because of DCA
Thu, January 3, 2013 10:33 pm
Dear Harneet,
I need your help again. Thanks God and the DCA-Thiamin, my sister is
still alive. She still has pain in the back and is in bed, but the pain
level went from 9-10 (80% of the time) to 5-6 (15 to 20% of the time).
She now is completing four months of treatment with DCA, my problem is
that I cannot buy it from Amazon and send it to a freight forwarder in
Miami.
My question is: how I can buy DCA and can be sent directly to AsunciónParaguay? Another question: how many months it is prudent to take the DCA.
Thanks for your attention.
21) Thank You For Saving So Many Lives
Fri, June 7, 2013 6:04 am
Subject: bladder cancer
Chemo kills people, poisoning people with the very radiation that causes cancer is stupid.
So, my father was tested for having a lump on his bladder, he was a smoker, no results yet, so let's just say I'm
preparing just in case.
If it turns out to be cancer, how much of this should he take daily? How long? And is there anything he must
avoid while on this.
Thank you for saving so many lives, without lying to make a profit like all these scum bag pharmaceutical
companies.
Get back to me soon please, Thank you.
J
22) Tumour Continues to Shrink
Endometrial Stromal Sarcoma Cancer
On Wed, July 17, 2013 8:16 am, SH wrote:
It was 14.6 x 8.3cms
Now it is 11.4 x 5.4cms
About 3cms each side?
Many thanks Harneet
SH

23) Why are Other Companies charging so Much More than PureDCA.com??
I have a pharmacy in Canada that is charging $340cad for 60 capsules with
400mg each. They claim they have pure and certified dca. Is yours
certified as well and if so, what do you think the difference is, why such
big difference in price? Where is your DCA manufactured please?
Answer: we most certainly have pure dca as it is WE who are the ones that have
instructed doctors and pharmacists around the world how to use dca to cure
cancer... it is also important to note that pharmacies do NOT have the
correct equipment so the dca you are getting from them will NOT be as good
as ours... we have instructed groups to use equipment that prevents
oxygen from coming in contact with the dca as it decreases the potency of
the dca the longer it is exposed... we manufacture in bulk and have an
oxygen-free room as well as the proper equipment
the reason they chose 400mg is to "copy" our well established protocol of 333mg dca + 375mg thiamin capsules
there is no store front - you must order online - that is one of the ways
we are able to keep our costs down (we also do not advertise and patients
spread the word of our successful cancer treatments)

PureDCA Effective in Animals
1) Lymphoma (Cat)
Wed, May 9, 2012 12:11 pm
Himalayan cat, 11 years old, named Piggy who has Lymphoma
Piggy is doing much better and his tumor right now has shrunk down to just a little scar tissue in his neck. He is
vocal again and eating. We will keep him on the DCA and hope for the best.

2) Tumour Shrinkage (Dog)
sat, May 4, 2013 7:16 pm
Hi Kevin,
Just to let you know, that after seeing Lady’s tumor growth to the size of a melon, red, and hard, just in the last
5 days, every day the tumor has shown decrease, and right now is the size of a big lemon… It is working!
I will keep you updated in the progress… what a miracle you are carrying!
Many, many thanks,
A
3) Good things about the effects of DCA
Comments: Hello, I have heard many good things about the effects of DCA on cancerous
tumors and i need to know the dosing of a canine that weighs 120 lbs could you please let
me know asap as i am eager to help my boy get rid of this or at least make him feel
better as he is 15 years old and after consulting the vet the normal treatment of chemo
would most likely do more harm than good. if you could call me i would appreciate it
(phone number removed)
Thank you very much
DM

Testimonials Available Through Blog Posts by Patients
1) CANCER Survivors Network through American Cancer Society
http://csn.cancer.org/search/node/dichloroacetate
2) Bone Marrow Cancer
http://nesaranews.blogspot.ca/2012/12/dca-dichloroacetate-cancer-cure-is-on.html
Tuesday, December 18, 2012 at 9:26 PM
DCA (DiChloroAcetate) CANCER CURE IS ON THE MARKET
Subject: DCA (DiChloroAcetate) CANCER CURE IS ON THE MARKET !!!!!
In January, 2008, I was diagnosed with myeloma, aka "bone marrow cancer". One cyber bud forwarded the
DCA CANCER CURE DISCOVERY at University of Alberta, Canada. As DCA was proving effective om
other cancers, and myeloma wasn't on the test schedule, I went another route that CURED MYELOMA in @ 6
weeks.
DCA is an off drug patent medicine that was originally prescribed to patients with
unusual medical issues, and it worked. In 2007, DCA's CANCER KILLING ability was
discovered, literally, by accident. As it had allready been approved for humans, by the
USA FDA, and Canadian equivilent, it could go directly to human testing for "new use",
and it worked on nearly 100 % for all cancer test subjects.
Because DCA is VERY INEXPENSIVE, NO GREEDY PIG PHARMA HAS EXPRESSED ANY INTEREST
IN MASS PRODUCING AND SELLING TO CANCER PATIENTS. Well, here is the first entrepreneur, who
has come my way via my long time cyber budette, Kel, who also helped save my life in 2008. iN 2008,
According to DCA CANCER KILLING DISCOVERER, DR. MIKAELAKIS (SP), DCA
CURES VARIOUS CANCERS WITHIN 30 DAYS, WITH FEW TO NO MINOR SIDE EFFECTS.
I await a callback from the seller, as I have several questions.
In the meantime, if you are interested, here is the contact info.
http://www.puredca.com/ or call: 347-535-4322. This is in New York. A 60-day
supply of DCA is $299.95 (dca 60 capsules is $119.95)
Posted by JM
3) Great Success with DCA and Have Posted
Fri, March 18, 2011 5:54 pm
Hi
We have had great success with DCA and LDN I posted our story at
http://ldndatabase.com/ourstory.html
Use as you wish J
4) website: Anonymous

December 20, 2012 at 9:24 AM

Puredca got rid of my cancer and I cancelled my surgery my doctor was trying to force down my throat. I
started to feel its effects in 9 days and 3 months later I was cancer free according to my doctor, that was almost
2 years ago and Im still cancer free.

5) Croatian Group speaking on Web Forum - "experimental group for the treatment with DCA and they
were healed"
Respected, I am writing to you becaus I found your web site. I think you are the reference center for sale and
healig with DCA. I am writeing you from Croatia - EU. I find on your web also instructions on croatian
lenguage... Some people recommanded you from my country on forum, they were in the experimental group for
the treatmant of DCA and they were healed. But do not mention the names of their doctors. I presume that you
know and to cooperate with some of doctors from Croatia. I wish you would give me the address or phone
number of one of the doctor with whom you collaborate in Croatia. To me could expertly advise for the take
complete treatments and right doses of DCA. I hawe a lots of serious problems with my health. In brief: I have
very strong pain in my legs, hips and bones about a year, I drink a pain killers - 800 mg x 3 daily ( ibuprofen )
these will damage my stomach and I have very difficult to walk! I am encloseing you some documents in
attechments. And more, I ask you to recommend me some dealer of your prodacts here in Europe? I apologize
for the possible grammatical mistake in my text! I am waiting for yor reply, Or in advance sincerely grateful KS
from Rijeka, Croatia.
6) http://www.anoasisofhealing.com
Recommends DCA products and protocols
7) Journal of Oncology
http://www.hindawi.com/journals/jo/2010/414726/
Volume 2010 (2010), Article ID 414726, 4 pages
http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2010/414726
Case Report
Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma Reversal with Dichloroacetate
Dana F. Flavin 1,2
8) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20886020
same thing
9) March 5th 2012 at 9:16am BC Clinic
Thank you for your comments. Integrated Health Clinic Cancer Care Centre has incorporated the use of DCA
as a primary treatment protocol in patient cases where it is deemed applicable and appropriate. We will be
providing more information on this therapy in upcoming blog posts and on the IHC website.

10) http://curezone.com/forums/fm.asp?i=1919986 (Bret, American Cancer Advocates)
Once again we saw another tremendous response using DCA this week. Stage IV lung adenocarcinoma. We
havent used this in the first five years of our organization because of FDA issues. Now it's available and we are
always amazed at its rapid effect on fermentation. Even in pets. All of our clients get weekly lactic acid testing
and many of our clients have lactic acid levels that are below normal. Even topically with DMSO it shrinks
tumors over night...at least in the patients we have used it for. Please give this drug a look. It has been used in
other countries to treat lactic acidosis. It's no wonder why a compound that prevents fermentation is also seen to
help cancer patients. When using DCA in high tumor loads you must watch for tumor lysis syndrome. In last
year and a half we have seen five patients experience rapid cancer cell die offs and were sent to E.R. for
treatment of high potassium, phosphates, and uric acid. High fever is first symptom of this. High potassium can
cause arrythmias as well. Bret
11) Various stories and quotes regarding the use of DCA
http://curezone.org/forums/search.asp?q=dichloroacetate&action=Find&f=254
12) Medicor – Toronto
Very detailed patient results as documented by the Medicor doctors – Click Here
Medicor Case Studies – very specific to certain cancer types they treated

Overview – Summary of Various Case Studies – Click Here
1. Metastatic Renal Carcinoma
2. Metastatic Lung Carcinoma
3. Metastatic Ovarian Carcinoma – Case 1
4. Ampulla of Vater Carcinoma
5. Metastatic Ovarian Carcinoma – Case 2
6. Glioblastoma Multiforme – Case 1
7. Mesothelioma
8. Melanoma with Brain Metastases
9. Metastatic Ovarian Cancer
10.Glioblastoma Multiforme – Case 2

Other Benefits of Pure DCA Therapy
1) DCA reverses Pulmonary Hypertension
Sat, November 12, 2011 8:25 pm
Hi ,
Thank you for getting back to me. I actually discovered dca from a recent abstract from a paper in Pub Med
which I have attached to this email as a PDF. The title of the paper is:
Dichloroacetate prevents and reverses pulmonary hypertension by inducing pulmonary artery smooth muscle
cell apoptosis.
You can imagine my excitement when I read the title because after becoming all too aware of this condition, all
I ever come across is "no cure, death by right side heart failure, high morbidity rate, progressively degenerative,
nothing to treat the condition, just ease the symptoms," etc. so my future was feeling rather bleak.
If you are not familiar with PAH it is the even more rare condition that affects the smooth muscle endothelial
cells in the blood vessels in the pulmonary artery. Something triggers the mitochondria to turn off the cell
apoptosis so proliferation of the cells go unchecked, constricting the vessel making the heart work harder to get
enough oxygenated blood through the body, eventually leading in most cases to death by right-side heart failure.
Based on extensive research of available studies, papers, etc. I believe that although there are many contributing
factors as to the cause of this change, serotonin syndrome from the use of SSRIs and or candida albicans from
an unbalanced gut flora due to antibiotic use, stress, etc. and gluten intolerance leading to leaky gut which
allows the candida to overgrow into the rest of the body. All fungi whether it be yeast or mold adapt very
quickly to whatever host cell they become attached - say like endothelial cells - and at the same time they take
on the cells attributes, they also change the cell metabolism to glycolytic which prefers sugars - of which our
horrible western diets have more than enough... Anyway, those points are secondary to the apoptosis trigger
being shut off and if DCA can get it turned back on, it could be the cure myself and others had few hopes of
ever finding.
There are quite few papers on Pub Med regarding DCA....I've attached the one
mentioned above and another I found to be quite informative but if you check out the website yourself, you will
find fairly exhaustive information that I hope you can use to help me with a treatment plan - let's make history
together and figure out how to incorporate DCA with other natural approaches such as supplementation
(especially magnesium) diet along with lifestyle changes to create a regimen that will hopefully have me the
first person to be cured of this horrible condition! I am willing to take the risks associated with un-tested
therapies because I have nothing to lose except my life in the next year or two if we don't do anything and my
PAH progresses as per the average which is 3-5 years upon diagnosis. Next week I begin year three since being
told the news, so time is of the essence.
Again, thank you for getting back to me and I am hopeful that this is the start of something wonderful but
understand that there is always a very good chance that this could simply be another dead end that just looked
like the right path. All I ask is for honesty and total disclosure of one's opinions, beliefs, etc. in regards to
working with me in my quest to restore optimal balance to my body and I will always do the same. Basically,
no sugar-coating any hard realities or decisions, is what I ask. Please advise as to what you think the next step
should be (if any at all) and I will comply.
Sincerely,
SH

2) PureDCA has also Normalized my Blood Pressure
By the way does dca also normalises blood pressure because she has a history of hypertension but I noted that
her blood pressure has dropped after she started with dca so much so I want to ask her doctor to reduce her
blood pressure medication. Which is a good thing that means less medication going through her system.
Regards,
IS
3) Lyme Disease
Wed, March 30, 2011 4:06 pm
Hi,
A friend of ours from Texas had mentioned to us that an individual with
cfs-lyme had used the product and had great benefit from the dca they said
he had it assayed by a lab and it tested very good, so he suggested we buy
our products from you. I'll see if I can find out how to contact the person
that had the lab work done.
Thanks
RR

Video Links for Pure DCA Research and Media Coverage
1) 4 Videos in 2007:
DISCOVERY - Researcher Announcement and Media Coverage
CTV News 11:58
Cancer Cure DCA Sodium Dichloroacetate (DCA) - The Cancer Cure!! BREAKING NEWS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nTg53izwpE
Global News 2:53 Original Release - Good !
Dichloroacetate (DCA) - Cure for Cancer ?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzJs7g6He88
The Real Story Healthtime Prime 5:48
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nm03WSbDR6E
Other peoples' views: Cancer Cure DCA 1:52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PS8h3HMdHM
2) 4 Videos in 2010:
Researchers and Others
2010 research Video After Human trials 1:57
http://puredca.com/videos/
2010: 4:58 minutes long
How to use Medicinal Dosing Scale to measure Pure DCA Powder
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbLqAFD7HaI
DCA and Cancer.wmv 4:46 music with statistics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAW7Ptf90J0
3) Videos in 2013
2013 or more recent:
Home Remedies with Anita 10:15 Brain Cancer Patient since 2005
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqij8NEltdw
DCA and Cancer 10:04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Anc7Tw2j6vk
Do NOT USE: (print over of original news release)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ByDnS6fbDk
Audio Only: 8:15 The Power Hour
Dichloroacetate and Cancer: The Power Hour, 11-30-09
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xz_nx_Rb72M

